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Two agencies did not have a basis to report on progress as they do not have
agency-owned data centers. For OMB’s five optimization targets, five agencies
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Twenty-Two Agencies’ Progress against OMB Data Center Optimization Metrics, as of
February 2017

Further, as of April 2017, 17 of the 22 agencies were not planning to meet
OMB’s targets by September 30, 2018. This is concerning because the Federal
Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act’s (FITARA) data center
consolidation and optimization provisions, such as those that require agencies to
report on optimization progress and cost savings, expire a day later on October
1, 2018. Extending the time frame of these provisions would increase the
likelihood that agencies will meet OMB’s optimization targets and realize related
cost savings. Additionally, until agencies improve their optimization progress,
OMB’s $2.7 billion initiative-wide cost savings goal may not be achievable.
All 24 agencies reported successes in optimizing their data centers—notably, the
benefits of key technologies, such as virtualizing systems to improve
performance, and increased energy efficiency. However, agencies also reported
challenges related to, for example, improving the utilization of their data center
facilities and competing for labor resources. It will be important for agencies to
take action to address their identified challenges—as GAO previously
recommended—in order to improve data center optimization progress.
Of the 24 agencies required by OMB to implement automated monitoring tools to
measure server utilization by the end of fiscal year 2018, 4 reported in their data
center inventories as of February 2017 that they had fully implemented such
tools, 18 reported that they had not, and 2 did not have a basis to report on
progress because they do not have agency-owned data centers. Collectively,
agencies reported that these tools were used at about 3 percent of their centers.
Although federal standards emphasize the need to establish plans to help ensure
goals are met, of the 18 agencies, none fully documented plans, 6 agencies had
partially documented them, and 12 did not document them. Agencies provided
varied reasons for this, including that they were still evaluating available tools. In
addition, the lack of a formal requirement from OMB to establish the plans also
contributed to agencies not having them. Until these plans are completed,
agencies may be challenged in measuring server utilization.
United States Government Accountability Office
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Washington, DC 20548

Letter

August 15, 2017
Congressional Committees
The federal government’s demand for information technology (IT) is ever
increasing. In recent years, as federal agencies have modernized their
operations, put more of their services online, and improved their
information security profiles, their need for computing power and data
storage resources has grown. Accordingly, this growing demand has led
to a dramatic rise in the number of federal data centers and a
corresponding increase in operational costs. In response, the Office of
Management and Budget’s (OMB) Federal Chief Information Officer (CIO)
launched the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI) in
2010 to reduce the growing number of centers.
Congress has also recognized the importance of reforming the
government-wide management of IT, and in December 2014, Federal
Information Technology Acquisition Reform provisions (commonly
referred to as FITARA) were enacted as a part of the Carl Levin and
Howard P. ‘Buck’ McKeon National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 2015.1 The law includes specific requirements related to federal data
center optimization including, for example, that OMB is to establish
metrics to measure data center optimization progress (to include server
efficiency).
Pursuant to FITARA, in August 2016, the Federal CIO issued a
memorandum that announced the Data Center Optimization Initiative
(DCOI) as a successor effort to FDCCI.2 According to OMB, this new
initiative supersedes and builds on the results of FDCCI, and is also
intended to improve the performance of federal data centers in areas
such as facility utilization and power usage. Among other things, DCOI

1

Carl Levin and Howard P. ‘Buck’ McKeon National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 2015, Pub. L. No. 113-291, division A, title VIII, subtitle D, 128 Stat. 3292, 3438-50
(Dec. 19, 2014).
2

OMB, Data Center Optimization Initiative (DCOI), Memorandum M-16-19 (Washington,
D.C.: Aug. 1, 2016).
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requires 24 federal departments and agencies (agencies)3 to develop
plans and report on strategies (referred to as DCOI strategic plans) to
consolidate inefficient infrastructure, optimize existing facilities, improve
security posture, and achieve cost savings.
Over the past several years, we have reported4 and testified5 that, while
data center consolidation and optimization could potentially save the
federal government billions of dollars, weaknesses exist in the execution
and oversight of these efforts. For example, in March 2016, we reported
that 22 agencies had collectively made limited progress against OMB’s
fiscal year 2015 data center optimization performance metrics. As a
3

The 24 agencies that are required to participate in DCOI are the Departments of
Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services,
Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, Interior, Justice, Labor, State,
Transportation, Treasury, and Veterans Affairs; the Environmental Protection Agency,
General Services Administration, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National
Science Foundation, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Personnel Management,
Small Business Administration, Social Security Administration, and U.S. Agency for
International Development.
4

GAO, Data Center Optimization: Agencies Need to Complete Plans to Address
Inconsistencies in Reported Savings, GAO-17-388 (Washington, D.C.: May 18, 2017);
Data Center Consolidation: Agencies Making Progress, but Planned Savings Goals Need
to Be Established [Reissued on March 4, 2016], GAO-16-323 (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 3,
2016); Information Technology Reform: Billions of Dollars in Savings Have Been Realized,
but Agencies Need to Complete Reinvestment Plans, GAO-15-617 (Washington, D.C.:
Sept. 15, 2015); Data Center Consolidation: Reporting Can Be Improved to Reflect
Substantial Planned Savings, GAO-14-713 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 25, 2014); Data
Center Consolidation: Strengthened Oversight Needed to Achieve Cost Savings Goal,
GAO-13-378 (Washington, D.C.: Apr. 23, 2013); Data Center Consolidation: Agencies
Making Progress on Efforts, but Inventories and Plans Need to Be Completed,
GAO-12-742 (Washington, D.C.: July 19, 2012); and Data Center Consolidation: Agencies
Need to Complete Inventories and Plans to Achieve Expected Savings, GAO-11-565
(Washington, D.C.: July 19, 2011).
5

GAO, Information Technology: Improved Implementation of Reform Law Is Critical to
Better Manage Acquisitions and Operations, GAO-17-263T (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 6,
2016); Information Technology: OMB and Agencies Need to Focus Continued Attention on
Implementing Reform Law, GAO-16-672T (Washington, D.C.: May 18, 2016); Information
Technology: Implementation of Reform Legislation Needed to Improve Acquisitions and
Operations, GAO-16-204T (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 4, 2015); Information Technology:
Reform Initiatives Can Help Improve Efficiency and Effectiveness, GAO-14-671T
(Washington, D.C.: June 10, 2014); Information Technology: OMB and Agencies Need to
More Effectively Implement Major Initiatives to Save Billions of Dollars, GAO-13-796T
(Washington, D.C.: July 25, 2013); Information Technology: OMB and Agencies Need to
Focus Continued Attention on Eliminating Duplicative Investments, GAO-13-685T
(Washington, D.C.: June 11, 2013); and Data Center Consolidation: Strengthened
Oversight Needed to Achieve Billions of Dollars in Savings, GAO-13-627T (Washington,
D.C.: May 14, 2013).
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result, we recommended that these agencies take action to improve
optimization progress. Most agencies agreed with our recommendations
or had no comments.
Given the importance of the optimization initiative, this report responds to
the committees’ request that we review federal agencies’ data center
optimization progress. The specific objectives of this review were to (1)
assess agencies’ progress against OMB’s data center optimization
targets, (2) identify agencies’ notable optimization successes and
challenges, and (3) evaluate the extent to which agencies are able to
effectively measure server utilization.
To address the first objective, we analyzed 24 DCOI agencies’ February
2017 data center optimization progress information from the IT
Dashboard—an OMB public website that provides information on federal
agencies’ major IT investments.6 We then compared the agencies’
optimization progress information against OMB’s fiscal year 2018
optimization targets,7 as documented in its August 2016 memorandum.8
We also reviewed the 24 agencies’ DCOI strategic plans, as of April
2017, to obtain information regarding their fiscal years 2017 and 2018
plans to meet or not meet OMB’s optimization targets.
To address the second objective, we reviewed the 24 agencies’ DCOI
strategic plans to identify successes and challenges encountered by
agencies in optimizing their data centers. We also interviewed cognizant
officials at the 24 agencies in order to gather additional information about
their data center optimization successes and challenges. We then
categorized the agency-reported successes and challenges to determine
the ones encountered most often.
For the third objective, we analyzed the 24 agencies’ February 2017 data
center inventory information to determine the extent to which the
agencies reported the implementation of automated monitoring tools at
6

Agencies’ data center optimization progress information displayed on OMB’s IT
Dashboard is updated by OMB on a quarterly basis based on data center inventory data
collected from agencies at the end of February, May, August, and November of each year.
7

Two agencies—the Departments of Education and Housing and Urban Development—do
not have any agency-owned data centers and, therefore, do not have a basis to measure
and report on optimization progress.
8

OMB, Memorandum M-16-19.
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their data centers to measure server utilization, as well as the reported
server utilization percentages at those centers. We also reviewed
agencies’ DCOI strategic plans, FITARA implementation milestone
information, and other planning documentation provided by agencies
(such as project charters and project plans) to determine the extent to
which agencies documented plans to implement automated monitoring
tools at all their data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018, as required
by OMB’s August 2016 memorandum. See appendix I for a more detailed
discussion of our objectives, scope, and methodology.
We conducted this performance audit from July 2016 to August 2017 in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Background
The federal government’s increasing demand for IT has led to an
increase in the number of federal data centers and a corresponding
increase in operational costs. According to OMB, the federal government
reported 432 data centers in 1998, 2,094 in July 2010, and 9,995 in
August 2016.9 Operating such a large number of centers has been and
continues to be a significant cost to the federal government, including
costs for hardware, software, real estate, and cooling. For example, in
2007, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimated that the
electricity costs to operate federal servers and data centers across the
government were about $450 million annually. According to the
Department of Energy (Energy), a typical data center has 100 to 200
times the energy use intensity of a commercial building. In 2009, OMB
reported10 that server utilization rates as low as 5 percent across the
federal government’s estimated 150,000 servers were a factor driving the
need to establish a coordinated, government-wide effort to improve the
9

Between 1998 and 2016, OMB used several different definitions of a data center, which
contributed to the increase in the number reported centers. This issue is discussed in
more detail later in this report.
10

OMB, Inventory of Federal Data Center Activity, Budget Data Request No. 09-41
(Washington, D.C.: Aug. 10, 2009).
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efficiency, performance, and environmental footprint of federal data
center activities.

OMB and the Federal CIO Established FDCCI
Concerned about the size of the federal data center inventory and the
potential to improve the efficiency, performance, and the environmental
footprint of federal data center activities, OMB, under the direction of the
Federal CIO, established FDCCI in February 2010. This initiative’s four
high-level goals were to
·

promote the use of “green IT” by reducing the overall energy and real
estate footprint of government data centers;

·

reduce the cost of data center hardware, software, and operations;

·

increase the overall IT security posture of the government; and

·

shift IT investments to more efficient computing platforms and
technologies.

As part of the initiative, OMB required the 24 agencies to identify a data
center consolidation program manager to lead the agency’s consolidation
efforts. In addition, agencies were required to submit an asset inventory
baseline and other documents that would result in a plan for consolidating
their data centers. The asset inventory baseline was to contain detailed
information on each data center and identify the consolidation approach
to be taken for each one. It would serve as the foundation for developing
the final data center consolidation plan. The data center consolidation
plan would serve as a technical road map and approach for achieving the
targets for infrastructure utilization, energy efficiency, and cost efficiency.
In October 2010, OMB reported that all of the agencies had submitted an
inventory and plan. OMB also clarified the definition of a data center and
noted that, for the purposes of FDCCI, a data center is defined as any
room used for the purpose of processing or storing data that is larger than
500 square feet and meets stringent availability requirements. Under this
definition, OMB reported that agencies had identified 2,094 data centers
as of July 2010.
However, in 2011, the Federal CIO expanded the definition to include a
facility of any size. OMB further clarified its definition in March 2012, as
follows:
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“…a data center is…a closet, room, floor, or building for the storage, management, and
dissemination of data and information and [used to house] computer systems and
associated components, such as database, application, and storage systems and data
stores [excluding facilities exclusively devoted to communications and network equipment
(e.g., telephone exchanges and telecommunications rooms)]. A data center generally
includes redundant or backup power supplies, redundant data communications
connections, environmental controls…and special security devices housed in leased,
owned, collocated, or stand-alone facilities.”

Under the new definition, OMB estimated that there were a total of 3,133
federal data centers in December 2011, and its goal was to consolidate
approximately 40 percent, or 1,253 data centers, for a savings of
approximately $3 billion by the end of 2015. See figure 1 for an example
of an image of data center server racks at the Social Security
Administration’s (SSA) National Support Center.
Figure 1: Example of Data Center Server Racks at the Social Security
Administration’s National Support Center
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In March 2012, OMB launched the PortfolioStat initiative, which requires
agencies to conduct an annual agency-wide IT portfolio review to, among
other things, reduce commodity IT11 spending and demonstrate how its IT
investments align with the agency’s mission and business functions.12
PortfolioStat is designed to assist agencies in assessing the current
maturity of their IT portfolio management process, make decisions on
eliminating duplication, and move to shared solutions in order to
maximize the return on IT investments across the portfolio.
Subsequently, in March 2013, OMB issued a memorandum13 that
documented the integration of FDCCI with PortfolioStat and stated that
agencies should focus on an enterprise-wide approach to address
commodity IT (including data centers) in a comprehensive manner. The
memorandum also discussed consolidating previously collected IT-related
plans, reports, and data submissions. For example, agencies were no
longer required to submit the data center consolidation plans previously
required in 2012. However, OMB required agencies to update their data
center inventories and report on consolidation progress at the end of
every quarter.
OMB’s 2013 memorandum also increased the focus on optimizing the
performance of federal data centers. Specifically, OMB stated that, to
more effectively measure the efficiency of an agency’s data center
assets, agencies would also be measured by the extent to which their
primary data centers were optimized for total cost of ownership by
incorporating metrics for data center energy, facility, labor, and storage,
among other things. Subsequently, in May 2014, OMB issued
memorandum M-14-08,14 which established a set of data center
optimization metrics to measure agency progress. In addition, OMB
11

According to OMB, commodity IT includes services such as IT infrastructure (data
centers, networks, desktop computers, and mobile devices); enterprise IT systems (email, collaboration tools, identity and access management, security, and web
infrastructure); and business systems (finance, human resources, and other administrative
functions).
12

OMB, Implementing PortfolioStat, Memorandum M-12-10 (Washington D.C.: Mar. 30,
2012).
13

OMB, Fiscal Year 2013 PortfolioStat Guidance: Strengthening Federal IT Portfolio
Management, Memorandum M-13-09 (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 27, 2013).
14

OMB, Fiscal Year 2014 PortfolioStat, Memorandum M-14-08 (Washington, D.C.: May 7,
2014).
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established target values that agencies were expected to achieve by the
end of fiscal year 2015.

IT Acquisition Reform Law Enhanced Data Center
Consolidation and Optimization Efforts
Recognizing the importance of reforming the government-wide
management of IT, Congress enacted FITARA in December 2014.
Among other things, the law includes a number of requirements related to
federal data center consolidation and optimization:15
·

Agencies shall submit to OMB a comprehensive inventory of the data
centers owned, operated, or maintained by or on behalf of the agency.

·

Agencies shall submit a multi-year strategy to achieve the
consolidation and optimization of the agency’s data centers no later
than the end of fiscal year 2016.16 This strategy should include, for
example, performance metrics that are consistent with the
government-wide data center consolidation and optimization metrics.

·

On a quarterly basis, agencies shall report to OMB’s Administrator of
the Office of Electronic Government on progress towards meeting
government-wide data center consolidation and optimization metrics.

·

OMB’s Administrator of the Office of Electronic Government shall
establish metrics applicable to the consolidation and optimization of
data centers (including server efficiency), ensure that agencies’
progress toward meeting government-wide data center consolidation
and optimization metrics is made publicly available, review agencies’
inventories and strategies to determine whether they are
comprehensive and complete, and monitor the implementation of
each agency’s strategy.

·

Not later than December 19, 2015, OMB’s Administrator of the Office
of Electronic Government shall develop and make publicly available, a

15

Pub. L. No. 113-291 § 834, 128 Stat. 3444 – 3448 (44 U.S.C. 3601 note). Unless
otherwise noted, these requirements apply to the 24 agencies specified in section 834
(corresponding to those agencies covered by the Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990. 31
U.S.C. § 901(b)).
16

In lieu of submitting a data center inventory and strategy, the Department of Defense
may submit this information as part of a defense-wide plan and report on cost savings, as
required under §§ 2867(b)(2) and 2867(d) of the National Defense Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 2012 (10 U.S.C. § 2223a note).
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goal, broken down by year, for the amount of planned cost savings
and optimization improvements achieved through FDCCI and, for
each year thereafter through October 1, 2018, compare reported cost
savings and optimization improvements against those goals.
The law’s data center consolidation and optimization provisions expire on
October 1, 2018.
In June 2015, OMB memorandum M-15-14 provided guidance for
implementing FITARA and related IT management practices.17 OMB’s
guidance includes several actions that agencies are to take to establish a
basic set of roles and responsibilities (referred to as the “common
baseline”) for CIOs and other senior agency officials that are needed to
implement the authorities described in the law. For example, agencies are
to conduct a self-assessment to identify where they conform to the
common baseline and where they deviate. OMB guidance also requires
agencies to annually update their self-assessments and report their
progress in reaching FITARA implementation milestones.

OMB Established DCOI
In August 2016, OMB issued a memorandum18 that established DCOI and
included guidance on how to implement the data center consolidation and
optimization provisions of FITARA. Among other things, the guidance
requires agencies to consolidate inefficient infrastructure, optimize
existing facilities, improve their security posture, and achieve cost
savings. For example, agencies are required to maintain a complete
inventory of all data center facilities owned, operated, or maintained by or
on behalf of the agencies and measure progress toward defined
optimization performance metrics on a quarterly basis as part of their data
center inventory submissions.
OMB’s August 2016 memorandum also revised the definition of a
physical data center to include any room with at least one server that

17

OMB, Management and Oversight of Federal Information Technology, Memorandum M15-14 (Washington, D.C.: June 10, 2015).
18

OMB, Memorandum M-16-19.
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provides services (such as testing and development).19 Further, OMB’s
guidance directed agencies to categorize their data centers as either a
tiered data center20 or a non-tiered data center. OMB guidance defines a
tiered data center as one that uses each of the following: a separate
physical space for IT infrastructure, an uninterruptible power supply, a
dedicated cooling system or zone, and a backup power generator for a
prolonged power outage. According to OMB, all other data centers shall
be considered non-tiered.
Regarding data center optimization planning, the memorandum directs
agencies to develop DCOI strategic plans that define their data center
strategies for fiscal years 2016 through 2018. Among other things, this
strategy is to include a timeline for agency consolidation and optimization
activities with an emphasis on cost savings and optimization performance
benchmarks the agency can achieve between fiscal years 2016 and
2018. For example, agencies are required to establish planned data
center optimization milestones and report on progress toward achieving
those milestones in their strategic plans. OMB required agencies to
publicly post the plans to their agency-owned digital strategy websites by
September 30, 2016, and to post subsequent strategic plan updates by
April 14, 2017, and April 13, 2018.
OMB also directed agencies to update their publicly available FITARA
implementation milestone information to identify, at a minimum, five
milestones per fiscal year to be achieved through DCOI. According to
OMB, the DCOI milestones are expected to be updated quarterly as
progress is achieved and are to be reviewed in quarterly meetings with
OMB staff.
Further, the memorandum states that OMB will report government-wide
and agency-specific progress on the IT Dashboard—a public website that
provides detailed information on major IT investments. According to OMB,
this progress information is to include planned and achieved data center
19

According to the revised definition, a room with at least one server that provides
services (whether in a production, test, staging, development, or any other environment) is
to be considered a data center, while a room containing only print servers, routing
equipment, switches, security devices (such as firewalls), or other telecommunication
components, shall not be considered a data center.
20

According to OMB’s guidance, the term “tiered” and its definition are derived from the
Uptime Institute’s Tier Classification System. However, OMB notes that no specific
certification is required in order for a data center to be considered tiered by OMB.
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closures, consolidation-related costs savings, and data center
optimization performance information. In this regard, OMB began
including data center consolidation and optimization progress information
on the Dashboard in August 2016.
Moreover, OMB guidance includes a series of performance metrics in the
areas of data center closures, cost savings, and optimization progress.
·

Data center closures: Agencies are expected to close at least 25
percent of tiered data centers government-wide, excluding those
approved as inter-agency shared services21 providers, by the end of
fiscal year 2018. Further, agencies are to close at least 60 percent of
non-tiered data centers government-wide by the end of fiscal year
2018. OMB’s guidance further notes that, in the long term, all
agencies should continually strive to close all non-tiered data centers,
noting that server rooms and closets pose security risks and
management challenges and are an inefficient use of resources.

·

Cost savings: Agencies are expected to reduce government-wide
annual costs attributable to physical data centers by at least 25
percent, resulting in savings of at least $2.7 billion, by the end of fiscal
year 2018.

·

Data center optimization: Agencies are expected to measure progress
against a series of new data center performance metrics22 in the
areas of server utilization, energy metering, power usage, facility
utilization, and virtualization.23 Further, OMB’s guidance establishes
target values for each metric that agencies are to achieve by fiscal
year 2018.

To improve the measurement of data center optimization progress,
OMB’s memorandum directs agencies to replace the manual collection
and reporting of systems, software, and hardware inventory housed within
data centers with automated monitoring, inventory, and management
tools (e.g., data center infrastructure management) by the end of fiscal
21

For more information about shared services, see OMB, Federal Information Technology
Shared Services Strategy (Washington, D.C.: May 2, 2012).
22

These metrics supersede OMB’s previous set of optimization metrics established in
2014.
23

Virtualization is a technology that allows multiple, software-based machines with
different operating systems, to run in isolation, side-by-side, on the same physical
machine.
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year 2018. According to OMB, these data center tools (henceforth
referred to as “automated monitoring tools”) are to provide the capability
to, at a minimum, measure progress toward server utilization and
virtualization metrics. While implementation of automated monitoring tools
is not required to be completed until the end of fiscal year 2018, the
memorandum strongly encourages agencies to implement them
throughout their data centers immediately.
While OMB is primarily responsible for DCOI, its August 2016
memorandum designated the General Services Administration’s (GSA)
Office of Government-wide Policy as a managing partner of the federal
government data center line of business24 and data center shared
services. More specifically, OMB’s memorandum states that this office is
responsible for, among other things, providing guidance on technology
advancements, innovation, cybersecurity, and best practices to data
center providers and consumers of data center services. Further, the
memorandum states that the office is responsible for assisting with
creating and maintaining an inventory of acquisition tools and products
related to data center optimization, including procurement vehicles for the
acquisition of automated monitoring tools.

GAO Has Reported and Testified on Issues Related to
Consolidating and Optimizing Data Centers
From July 2011 through May 2017, we issued a number of reports25 and
testified26 on agency efforts to consolidate and optimize federal data
centers and achieve cost savings. For example, in September 2014, we
reported27 that, while agencies had made progress on their consolidation
efforts, the total number of data centers reported by agencies had
continued to grow since 2011 as a result of OMB’s expanded definition
24

According to OMB, lines of business are cross-agency initiatives to define, design,
implement and monitor a set of common solutions for government-wide business
functions, processes, or desired capabilities. Each line of business is governed by a
Managing Partner which is designated as the lead organization responsible for managing
the business requirements of its community.
25

GAO-17-388, GAO-16-323, GAO-15-617, GAO-14-713, GAO-13-378, GAO-12-742, and
GAO-11-565.
26

GAO-17-263T, GAO-16-672T, GAO-16-204T, GAO-14-671T, GAO-13-796T, and
GAO-13-627T.
27

GAO-14-713.
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and improved inventory reporting. More specifically, we determined that
agencies had collectively reported 9,658 data centers in their
inventories—an increase of about 6,500 compared to OMB’s previous
estimate from December 2011. We noted that agencies had plans to
close about 3,700 data centers by September 2015.
We also reported that 19 of the 24 FDCCI agencies had collectively
reported achieving an estimated $1.1 billion in cost savings for fiscal
years 2011 through 2013, and that, by 2017, that figure was estimated to
rise to about $5.3 billion. However, we pointed out that planned savings
may be higher because 6 agencies—the Departments of Health and
Human Services (HHS), Interior (Interior), Justice (Justice), and Labor
(Labor), GSA, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA)—that reported closing as many as 67 data centers had also
reported limited or no savings.
In addition, our 2014 report noted that 11 of the 21 agencies with planned
cost savings had underreported their fiscal years 2012 through 2015
figures to OMB by approximately $2.2 billion. While several agencies
noted communication issues as the reason for underreporting, others did
not provide a reason. We concluded that, until agencies fully report their
savings, the $5.3 billion in total savings would be understated. Further,
we reported that OMB’s May 2014 data center optimization metrics did
not address server utilization, even though OMB reported this to be as
low as 5 percent across the federal government in 2009. We noted that,
without this metric, OMB may lack important information on agencies’
progress. As a result, we recommended that it implement a metric for
server utilization and assist six agencies in reporting their consolidation
cost savings; we also recommended that agencies fully report their
consolidation cost savings. OMB and the agencies to which we made
recommendations generally agreed with them. OMB subsequently
established a metric to measure agencies’ server utilization progress in its
August 2016 memorandum.28
In March 2016, we reported29 that agencies had continued to make
progress in their data center consolidation efforts. Specifically, we noted
that agencies had reported closing 3,125 of the 10,584 total data centers
as of November 2015. We further noted that 19 of the 24 agencies had
28

OMB, Memorandum M-16-19.

29

GAO-16-323.
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reported achieving an estimated $2.8 billion in cost savings and
avoidances from their data center consolidation and optimization effort for
fiscal years 2011 through 2015. Agencies were also planning an
additional $5.4 billion in cost savings and avoidances, for a total of
approximately $8.2 billion, through fiscal year 2019. However, we noted
that planned savings may be higher because 10 agencies that reported
planned closures from fiscal years 2016 through 2018 had not fully
developed their cost savings goals for these fiscal years.
In addition, we reported that 22 agencies had made limited progress
against OMB’s fiscal year 2015 data center optimization performance
metrics, such as the utilization of data center facilities. Accordingly, we
recommended that the agencies take actions to complete their cost
savings targets and improve optimization progress. Most agencies agreed
with the recommendations or had no comments.
Finally, in May 2017, we reported30 that agencies continued to
consolidate their data centers, including closing 4,388 of the 9,995 total
data centers as of August 2016. Figure 2 provides a summary of the total
number of data centers and closures reported from 1998 through August
2016.

30

GAO-17-388.
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Figure 2: Total Number of Reported Federal Data Centers and Closures through August 2016

a

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) did not publically report the total number of data
centers in 2012. OMB also expanded its definition of a data center in March 2012.
b

OMB revised the definition of a data center in August 2016.

However, we pointed out that agency progress in achieving savings had
slowed and planned goals had been reduced. Specifically, 18 of the 24
agencies had reported achieving an estimated $2.3 billion in cost savings
and avoidances from their data center consolidation and optimization
efforts from the start of fiscal year 2012 to August 2016, which was about
$451 million less than the total amount of achieved cost savings and
avoidances that agencies reported to us in November 2015. In addition,
agencies’ total planned cost savings of about $633 million were more
than $3.4 billion less compared to the amounts that agencies reported to
us in November 2015, and more than $2.1 billion less than OMB’s fiscal
year 2018 cost savings goal of $2.7 billion.
Our May 2017 report also identified weaknesses in agencies’ DCOI
strategic plans. Of the 23 agencies that submitted their strategic plans at
the time of our review, 7—the Departments of Agriculture (Agriculture),
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Education (Education), Homeland Security (DHS), and Housing and
Urban Development (HUD); GSA; the National Science Foundation
(NSF); and the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)—had addressed
all five required elements of a strategic plan, as identified by OMB (such
as providing information related to data center closures and cost savings
metrics). The remaining 16 agencies either partially met or did not meet
the requirements. We also pointed out that there were inconsistencies in
the reporting of cost savings in the strategic plans of 11 agencies.
We concluded that, until agencies address the weaknesses in their DCOI
strategic plans, they may be challenged in implementing the data center
consolidation and optimization provisions of FITARA. Accordingly, we
recommended that OMB improve its oversight of agencies’ DCOI
strategic plans and their reporting of cost savings and avoidances. We
also recommended that 17 agencies complete the missing elements in
their strategic plans and that 11 agencies ensure the reporting of
consistent cost savings and avoidance information to OMB. Twelve
agencies agreed with our recommendations, 2 disagreed, and 11 did not
state whether they agreed or disagreed. The 2 agencies that disagreed—
HUD and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)—asserted that they
had submitted complete strategic plans. After further review, we agreed
that HUD had provided a complete plan and removed our
recommendation. However, we determined that NRC’s plan was still
incomplete and maintained that our recommendation was appropriate.

Agencies Are Reporting Limited Progress
against OMB’s Data Center Optimization
Targets
As mentioned earlier, FITARA required OMB to establish metrics to
measure the optimization of data centers, including server efficiency, and
ensure that agencies’ progress toward meeting the metrics is made
publicly available. Pursuant to FITARA, OMB’s August 2016
memorandum31 established a set of five data center optimization metrics
intended to measure agency’s progress in the areas of server utilization
and automated monitoring, energy metering, power usage effectiveness,
facility utilization, and virtualization. According to OMB, the server
31

OMB, Memorandum M-16-19.
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utilization and automated monitoring metric applies to agency-owned32
tiered and non-tiered data centers, while the four remaining metrics apply
to agency-owned tiered centers only.
OMB’s memorandum also established a target value for each of the five
metrics, which agencies are expected to achieve by the end of fiscal year
2018. OMB measures agencies’ progress against the optimization targets
using the agencies’ quarterly data center inventory submission and
publicly reports this progress information on its Dashboard. Table 1
provides a description of the data center optimization metrics and target
values that agencies are expected to achieve by the end of fiscal year
2018.
Table 1: The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Data Center Optimization Metrics and Targets
Applicable agencyowned data centers

Target value (to be
achieved by the end of
fiscal year 2018)

Metrics

Description

Server utilization and
automated monitoring

Percent of time busy, measured directly by
continuous, automated monitoring software,
discounted by the fraction of data centers fully
equipped with automated monitoring.

Tiered and non-tiered
data centers

At least 65 percent busy

Energy metering

Percent of total gross floor area in an agency’s
tiered data center inventory located in tiered data
centers that have power metering.

Tiered data centers

100 percent

Power usage
effectiveness

Proportion of total data centers energy used by IT
equipment.

Tiered data centers

1.5 or lower (1.4 or lower
for new data centers)

Facility utilization

Portion of total gross floor area in tiered data
centers that is actively utilized for racks that
contain IT equipment.

Tiered data centers

At least 80 percent

Virtualization

Ratio of operating systems to physical servers.

Tiered data centers

4 or higher

Source: OMB. | GAO-17-448

As of February 2017, 22 of the 24 DCOI agencies reported limited
progress against OMB’s fiscal year 2018 data center optimization targets
on the Dashboard. The remaining 2 agencies—Education and HUD—
reported that they did not have any agency-owned data centers in their
inventory and, therefore, did not have a basis to measure and report
optimization progress.

32

While agencies can also report data centers as outsourced, colocated, or cloud provided
in their inventory, OMB’s optimization metrics only apply to data centers identified as
agency-owned.
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With regard to the data center optimization targets, the most progress
was reported for the power usage effectiveness and virtualization metrics,
with 5 agencies reporting that they had met OMB’s targets. However, 2
agencies or less reported meeting the target for energy metering, facility
utilization, and server utilization and automated monitoring. Figure 3
summarizes the 24 agencies’ progress in meeting each optimization
target, as of February 2017. Following the figure is a more detailed
discussion of the progress of each of the 24 agencies.
Figure 3: Agencies’ Progress against Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Data
Center Optimization Targets, as of February 2017

a

Two agencies did not have any reported agency-owned data centers in their inventory and,
therefore, did not have a basis to measure and report on optimization progress. In addition, two other
agencies did have not any agency-owned tiered data centers and, therefore, did not have a basis to
measure and report on four of the five metrics.

Among the 24 agencies, SSA and EPA reported the most progress by
meeting three targets, 20 reported meeting one or none of the targets,
and the remaining 2 agencies did not have a basis to report on progress
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because they did not have any agency-owned data centers. Of the 22
agencies reporting progress information, 9 were not able to report
progress against either the server utilization metric or power usage
effectiveness metric, or both, because they lacked the required
monitoring tools to measure progress in these areas. OMB began
requiring the implementation of these monitoring tools in August 2016;
however, as of February 2017, these 9 agencies were not yet reporting
implementation of the tools at any of their data centers. This issue is
discussed in greater detailed later in this report. Table 2 lists the agencies
that met or did not meet each OMB target.
Table 2: Agency Data Center Optimization Performance Compared to Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Optimization
Targets, as of February 2017
Server utilization
and automated
a
monitoring

Energy
metering

Power usage
effectiveness

Facility
utilization

Department of Agriculture

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Met

Department of Commerce

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Department of Defense

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Agency

Department of Education

c

b

Virtualization

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Department of Energy

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Department of Health and Human Services

Not Met

Not Met

Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

b

Department of Homeland Security

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Department of Housing and Urban
c
Development

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Department of the Interior

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Department of Justice

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

b

Department of Labor

Not Met

b

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Department of State

Not Met

b

Not Met

Met

Not Met

Not Met

Department of Transportation

Not Met

b

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Department of the Treasury

Not Met

b

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Department of Veterans Affairs

Not Met

Not Met

Met

Not Met

Not Met

Environmental Protection Agency

Not Met

Met

Met

Not Met

Met

General Services Administration

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Met

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

National Science Foundation

d

n/a

n/a

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Not Met

Not Met
b

Not Met

Not Met

Office of Personnel Management

Not Met

b

Small Business Administration

Not Met

b
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b

Not Met

Met

Not Met

Not Met

Not Met

Met

Not Met

Not Met

b

Not Met

Not Met
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Server utilization
and automated
a
monitoring

Agency
Social Security Administration
U.S. Agency for International Development

Not Met
d

Energy
metering

Power usage
effectiveness

Facility
utilization

Virtualization

be

Met

Met

Met

Not Met

b

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Not Met

b

Key:
● = met—the agency’s reported progress met or exceeded OMB’s target for the related metric.
◌ = not met—the agency’s reported progress did not meet OMB’s target for the related metric.
n/a = not applicable.
Source: GAO analysis of data from OMB’s Information Technology (IT) Dashboard. | GAO-17-448
a

For this metric only, OMB’s IT Dashboard displays agency progress for tiered and non-tiered data
centers separately. However, for the purpose of this table, and to be consistent with how this metric
was established in OMB’s August 2016 memorandum (M-16-19), we combined the progress
information for tiered and non-tiered data centers into a single assessment.
b

According to OMB’s IT Dashboard, the agency did not report any progress made on this metric. This
is due to the agency lacking the monitoring tools required to measure progress and report on this
metric.
c

Agency did not have any reported agency-owned data centers in its inventory and, therefore, does
not have a basis to measure and report on optimization progress.
d

Agency did not have any reported agency-owned tiered data centers in its inventory and, therefore,
does not have a basis to measure and report on four of the five metrics.
e

Although not yet reported on OMB’s IT Dashboard, the Social Security Administration reported in its
data center optimization strategic plan that it has met this metric.

Agencies’ limited progress against OMB’s optimization targets is due, in
part, to them not fully addressing our prior recommendations in this area.
As noted earlier, in March 2016, we reported33 on weaknesses in
agencies’ data center optimization efforts, including that 22 agencies34 did
not meet OMB’s fiscal year 2015 optimization targets.35 We noted that this
was partially due to the agencies facing challenges in optimizing their
data centers, including their decentralized organizational structures that
made consolidation and optimization difficult and competing priorities for
resources. In addition, consolidating certain data centers was problematic
because the volume or type of information involved required the data
33

GAO-16-323.

34

These 22 agencies are the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education,
Energy, Health and Human Services, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban
Development, Interior, Justice, Labor, State, Transportation, Treasury, and Veterans
Affairs; the Environmental Protection Agency, General Services Administration, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of
Personnel Management, Social Security Administration, and U.S. Agency for International
Development.
35

OMB established fiscal year 2015 targets for the first set of 11 optimization metrics that
it established in May 2014. OMB subsequently revised the optimization metrics and issued
a new set five metrics in August 2016.
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center to be close in proximity to the users. Accordingly, we
recommended that the agencies take action to improve optimization
progress, to include addressing any identified challenges. Most agencies
agreed with our recommendations or had no comments.
In response to our recommendation, 19 of the 22 agencies submitted
corrective action plans to us that described steps they intended to take to
improve their data center optimization efforts.36 Among these steps were
developing internal scorecards to track and report on optimization
progress, including progress at their component agencies, and launching
more aggressive efforts to optimize data centers using virtualization and
cloud computing solutions. While 2 of the 22 agencies—Education and
HUD—are no longer subject to OMB’s optimization metrics based on
OMB’s August 2016 memorandum and their current data center
inventory, none of the remaining 20 agencies had fully addressed our
recommendation as of May 2017.
The importance of overcoming optimization challenges and addressing
our prior recommendations is critical to the ability of agencies to
implement the data center optimization provisions of FITARA and achieve
OMB’s fiscal year 2018 optimization targets. Going forward, it will be
important for the 19 agencies that have established corrective action
plans to continue to execute them and monitor the impact of actions
completed on their optimization progress. Until agencies fully implement
our prior recommendations to address their challenges and improve
optimization progress, they may be hindered in implementing the data
optimization provisions of FITARA and OMB guidance intended to
increase operational efficiency and achieve cost savings. Further, OMB
may be challenged in demonstrating that DCOI is meeting its established
objectives.

Most Agencies Are Not Planning to Meet OMB’s Fiscal
Year 2018 Optimization Targets
In addition to reporting current optimization progress on the Dashboard,
OMB requires agencies’ DCOI strategic plans to include, among other
things, planned performance levels for fiscal years 2017 and 2018 for
each optimization metric.
36

The three agencies that did not submit corrective action plans to us in response to our
recommendation were Agriculture, Education, and Treasury.
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However, according to the 24 agencies’ DCOI strategic plan information
as of April 2017, most are not planning to meet OMB’s optimization
targets by the end of fiscal year 2018. More specifically, of the 24
agencies, 5—the Department of Commerce (Commerce), EPA, NSF, the
Small Business Administration (SBA), and the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID)—reported plans to fully meet their
applicable targets by the end of fiscal year 2018;37 13 reported plans to
meet some, but not all, of the targets; 4 reported that they do not plan to
meet any targets; and 2 do not have a basis to report planned
optimization milestones because they do not report having any agencyowned data centers. Figure 4 summarizes agencies’ progress in meeting
OMB’s optimization targets as of February 2017, and planned progress to
be achieved by September 2017 and September 2018, as of April 2017.

37

USAID does not have any tiered data centers in its data center inventory. Therefore, the
agency only has a basis to report on its plans to meet the one OMB optimization metric
applicable to its non-tiered data centers (i.e., server utilization and automated monitoring).
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Figure 4: Agency-Reported Plans to Meet or Exceed the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Data Center Optimization
Targets

Note: The five boxes in each column represent OMB’s five optimization targets. The shaded areas
identify agencies’ current and planned progress in meeting or exceeding OMB’s fiscal year 2018
target for each metric.
a

Agency did not have any reported agency-owned data centers in its inventory and, therefore, did not
have a basis to measure and report on optimization progress.
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b

The National Science Foundation did not have any reported agency-owned tiered data centers in its
inventory as of February 2017 and, therefore, did not have a basis to report on progress for four of
the five metrics. However, according to the agency’s April 2017 data center optimization strategic
plan, it will have a basis to report on all five metrics in fiscal years 2017 and 2018.
c

The U.S. Agency for International Development did not have any reported agency-owned tiered data
centers in its inventory and, therefore, did not have a basis to measure and report on four of the five
metrics.

Agencies’ reported plans to meet the optimization targets also vary by
metric. Specifically, about half of the 22 agencies reported plans to meet
the facility utilization and virtualization metrics by the end of fiscal year
2018, while less than half are planning to meet the server utilization and
automated monitoring, energy metering, and power usage effectiveness
metrics. Further, agencies reported that they plan to make the least
amount of progress in meeting the target for power usage effectiveness.
Figure 5 provides a summary, by optimization metric, of agencies’ current
progress in meeting the targets as of February 2017, and planned
progress to be achieved by September 2017 and September 2018, as of
April 2017.
Figure 5: Number of Agencies Reporting Plans to Meet or Exceed the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Optimization
Targets, by Metric
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The limited progress made by agencies in optimizing their data centers,
combined with the lack of established plans to improve progress, makes it
unclear whether agencies will be able to achieve OMB’s optimization
targets by the end of fiscal year 2018. Considering that OMB is expecting
at least $2.7 billion in cost savings from agencies’ optimization efforts, the
ability of agencies to meet the optimization targets will be critical to
meeting this savings goal. However, with less than 2 years remaining until
OMB’s fiscal year 2018 DCOI optimization target deadline and the
expiration of the data center consolidation and optimization provisions of
FITARA in October 2018, only five agencies are planning to meet all of
their applicable targets. With the majority of agencies not planning to
meet the optimization targets, there is an increased likelihood that
agencies will need more time beyond 2018 to continue to implement their
optimization efforts. Extending the data center consolidation and
optimization provision of FITARA beyond the current October 2018
horizon could provide agencies with additional time to realize the benefits
of optimization, including cost savings.

Agencies Reported Successes and Challenges
in Optimizing Data Centers
The 24 DCOI agencies reported successes in optimizing their data
centers—notably, the benefits of key technologies, such as virtualizing
systems to improve performance, and increased energy efficiency.
However, agencies also reported operational, technical, and financial
challenges related to, for example, improving the utilization of their data
center facilities, measuring server utilization, and obtaining funding within
their agency for optimization efforts. It will be important for agencies to
take action to address their identified challenges—as we previously
recommended—in order to improve data center optimization progress.

Agencies Identified the Use of Optimization Technologies
and Improved Energy Efficiency as the Most Reported
Successes
Agencies reported a variety of successes in optimizing data centers.
Specifically, the 24 agencies reported a total of 23 areas of success.
Eight areas of successes were identified by three or more agencies, with
the most reported successes for an area being identified by 17 agencies.
The two most reported areas of success—implementing virtualization
technologies and migrating IT applications and services to cloud
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computing38 solutions—were similar to the top reported success in
achieving consolidation cost savings that we identified in 2014 (i.e.,
focusing on virtualization and cloud services as consolidation solutions).39
Agencies are also continuing to report successes in other areas that we
highlighted in 2014, including improved energy efficiency, standardized
technology, and improved data center inventory reporting. Table 3 details
the reported areas of success, as well as the number of related agencies.
The most common areas of success are further discussed after the table.
Table 3: Agency-Reported Successes in Optimizing Data Centers
Number of
agencies

Agency-reported area of success
Implemented virtualization technologies

17

Migrated information technology applications and services to cloud computing solutions

13

Increased energy efficiency

5

Reduced old, outdated hardware

3

Migrated to multi-tenant, shared data centers

3

Reduced IT infrastructure costs

3

Improved data center inventory reporting

3

Improved reporting of cost savings and avoidances

3

Leveraged multi-agency shared services (e.g., time and attendance, and infrastructure-as-a-service)

2

Shared knowledge on optimization opportunities (e.g., methods, processes, and operational changes)

2

Improved data center facilities management, including real-time data and monitoring

2

Improved data center security (e.g., incident response times and user monitoring)

2

Established data center optimization targets for component agencies

2

Migrated hardware or software applications enterprise data centers

2

Increased ability to meet users’ growing computing needs

2

Reduced labor needed to manage physical hardware and storage

1

Standardized technology (e.g., networks and operating systems)

1

Reduced software licensing costs

1

Increased server utilization

1

Improved the calculation and reporting of data center power usage effectiveness

1

Increased ability for employees to work in any place, at any time, and with any device

1

Replaced inefficient network cables to improve data transfer capacity and availability

1

38

Cloud computing is a form of computing that relies on Internet-based services and
resources to provide computing services to customers.
39

GAO-14-713.
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Number of
agencies

Agency-reported area of success
Enhanced data center design and layout to improve capacity

1

Source: GAO analysis of agency data and interviews with agency officials. | GAO-17-448
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Approximately Two-Thirds of Agencies Reported That
Implementing Virtualization Technologies Improved Their Data
Center Optimization Efforts
Seventeen agencies reported that implementing virtualization
technologies (i.e., running multiple, software-based machines with
different operating systems on the same physical machine) has proven
successful in optimizing their data centers. For example, officials from
Commerce’s Office of the CIO stated that the department had made the
most notable optimization progress in virtualizing all non-high
performance computing servers, including approximately 11,700
operating systems (as of October 2016). Additionally, officials from
Labor’s Office of the CIO noted that virtualization had helped the
department create a highly efficient, lower cost, common operating
environment suitable for hosting mission-critical applications and
services. The officials added that the department expects to significantly
increase its migration activity and closures in fiscal years 2017 and 2018
by leveraging the portability of this highly virtualized environment.
As another example, officials from GSA’s IT office stated that the agency
has achieved success in retiring older physical systems and shifting to
newer, virtualized technologies. The officials stated that these actions
have contributed to greater flexibility, stability, and redundancy in the
agency’s IT capabilities. Further, officials from NRC’s Office of the CIO
stated that their agency had virtualized 72 percent of its servers, which
allowed the agency to significantly reduce the amount of old, outdated,
and energy-inefficient equipment. Thirteen other agencies also stated that
implementing virtualization technologies had led to successes in
optimizing their data centers.

About Half of the Agencies Reported That Migrating IT Applications
and Services to Cloud Computing Solutions Increased Optimization
Progress
Thirteen agencies reported that migrating IT applications and services to
cloud computing solutions had led to successes in optimizing their data
centers. For example, officials from HHS’s Office of the CIO stated that
one of the department’s offices had realized substantial value with the
use of cloud-provided solutions, including reducing the cost of data center
services by approximately 15 percent compared to government and onpremises data centers.
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Additionally, officials from NSF’s Office of Information and Resource
Management stated that the agency successfully reduced and
streamlined its IT footprint through a number of different efforts, such as
migration of applications, e-mail, and instant messaging to cloud
providers; networking technology standardization; and server and storage
consolidation.
As another example, officials from USAID’s Office of the CIO stated that
in 2011 the agency transformed and migrated its primary data center to a
private infrastructure cloud provider, thereby eliminating physical
infrastructure issues (e.g., power, heating, ventilation, air conditioning,
and physical security issues). The officials added that the cloud solution
provided the data center infrastructure, network access, connectivity, and
other services needed to ensure the delivery of critical business services.
Further, officials from Interior’s Office of the CIO stated that the
department had migrated 70,000 users off of 14 legacy e-mail systems to
a single department-wide cloud-based e-mail communications and
collaboration system. Nine other agencies also stated that migrating to
cloud computing solutions led to successes in optimizing their data
centers. Their reported successes ranged from migrating e-mail
applications to the cloud solutions to responding more timely to shifts in
user demand.

Five Agencies Reported Success in Increasing Energy Efficiency to
Optimize Their Data Centers
Five agencies reported that increasing their energy efficiency had led to
success in optimizing their data centers. For example, officials from the
Department of State’s (State) Bureau of Information Resource
Management noted that the department has had success in deploying
modular data centers that utilize energy-efficient power systems and
other optimized operating features that help to reduce the department’s
carbon footprint. Further, a program manager from the SSA’s Office of
Hardware Engineering stated that the agency had improved its energy
efficiency and reduced its carbon footprint through various initiatives
including, among other things, rainwater reclamation, improved
monitoring of IT equipment power usage, energy-efficient lighting, and the
use of solar panels. Figure 6 shows the use of solar panels at the SSA’s
National Support Center.
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Figure 6: Solar Panels at the Social Security Administration’s National Support
Center

Additionally, officials from EPA’s Office of Environmental Information
stated that the agency had success in improving energy efficiency
through the purchase of energy efficient IT equipment and by including
energy metering in data center facilities planning and buildout to assist
with validating energy optimization metrics. The officials also noted that
the agency had increased the operating temperature in some data
centers as well as used alternate methods of cooling (e.g., outdoor air to
cool its data centers), which helped the agency improve its energy
efficiency. Officials from Commerce and HHS further stated that
increasing their energy efficiency by, for example, purchasing energyefficient equipment and deploying power monitoring equipment, had led
to successes in optimizing their data centers.

Agencies Reported Operational, Technical, and Financial
Challenges in Optimizing Their Data Centers
Agencies also reported facing a variety of challenges in optimizing their
data centers. Specifically, the 24 DCOI agencies identified a total of 27
types of challenges across three areas: operational, technical, and
financial. The highest number of challenges were reported in the
operational and technical areas, which included improving data center
facility utilization and measuring and reporting on server utilization.
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Certain challenges reported were similar to those described to us by
agencies in 2016,40 including those related to competing priorities for
labor resources and closing data centers that provide mission critical
applications that require proximity to users. Agencies also continued to
report operational, technical, and financial challenges that were similar to
those described to us in 2014,41 including gathering data from component
agencies, determining power usage information, and obtaining funding
from within their agency. For example, in 2014, six agencies noted that
gathering data from component agencies was an operational challenge to
achieving consolidation cost savings; however, only two agencies are
now reporting that as a challenge in optimizing their data centers.
Agencies also cited many new challenges that are specific to optimizing
their data centers, such as incorporating enterprise-wide efficiencies
when data centers are owned and managed by multiple organizations
and the significant upfront costs required to purchase data center
monitoring tools. Table 4 details the reported challenges in optimizing
data centers, as well as the number of related agencies. The most
common challenges are further discussed after the table.

40

GAO-16-323.

41

GAO-14-713.
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Table 4: Agency-Reported Challenges in Optimizing Data Centers
Number
of
agencies

Challenge
Operational Improving data center facility utilization
(39)
Competing priorities for labor resources with other agency information technology (IT) efforts (e.g.,
cybersecurity initiatives)

Technical
(37)

Financial
(23)

9
6

Shifting definitions of a data center and changes to data center optimization requirements

5

Incorporating enterprise-wide efficiencies (e.g., common procurements and implementation of standard
hardware and software) for data centers owned and managed by multiple organizations

5

Migrating applications and services to cloud solutions and other modern technologies

4

Gathering data from component agencies or organizations (e.g., optimization metrics data)

2

Lack of suitable government-wide acquisition vehicles for cloud solutions that met the agency’s needs

2

Migrating to federal, multi-tenant, shared data centers

1

Tracking and decommissioning of end-of-life equipment

1

Coordinating with internal stakeholders

1

Repurposing space once occupied by IT equipment in shared, multipurpose facilities

1

Legal and procurement requirements delaying migration of systems to centralized data centers (e.g., new
procurement requirements resulting from a bid protest decision)

1

Loss of institutional knowledge when moving IT support services to new contractors

1

Measuring and reporting on server utilization progress

9

Lack of electricity metering to determine power usage information

7

Poor network connectivity and low bandwidth at field locations constrains consolidation and optimization
efforts

5

Maintaining consistent configurations when migrating IT services from one physical location to another

3

Improving progress against virtualization metric

3

Meeting power usage effectiveness requirements

3

Mission critical applications require proximity to users and make it difficult to close certain data centers

2

Lack of adequate electrical power supply

2

Outdated network architecture and lack of capacity inhibits the adoption of cloud services

1

Restoring critical agency data in a timely manner from a cloud-based environment

1

Moving large amounts of data to cloud computing solutions

1

Obtaining the funding within their agency for optimization efforts

10

Significant upfront costs required to purchase the monitoring tools (e.g., energy and server utilization) needed
to measure optimization progress

8

Determining the resulting cost savings and avoidances from consolidation and optimization efforts

5

Source: GAO analysis of agency data and interviews with agency officials. | GAO-17-448
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Operational Challenges
Agencies reported the most operational challenges in the following areas:
improving data center facility utilization; competing priorities for labor
resources with other agency IT efforts; shifting definitions of a data center
and changes to data center optimization requirements; and incorporating
enterprise-wide efficiencies when data centers are owned and managed
by multiple organizations.
·

Improving data center facility utilization: Nine agencies cited this
challenge. For example, officials from the Department of Veterans
Affairs’ (VA) Infrastructure Operations stated that increasing
virtualization generally reduces the number of active server racks in
the space and, therefore, decreases facility utilization. The officials
added that, for smaller rooms that are part of a larger, agency-owned,
multi-functional facility, reducing the size of the room is most often not
an economical decision, as it does not lead to energy savings or
reduced facility costs but, instead, moves the recurring cost of the
space from IT to other functions. Officials from DHS, Interior, Labor,
and NRC also reported that their increased use of virtualization has
negatively impacted their ability to increase facility utilization.
As another example of a challenge in improving facility utilization,
officials from Commerce’s Office of the CIO stated that the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s weather field office data
centers contain systems that are proprietary and connect to local
weather sensing instruments or satellite communication equipment.
The officials said that most of these data centers are averaging only
50 percent facility utilization and have no plans to increase, but are
difficult to close because they contain systems designed specifically
for the agency’s mission. Officials from Agriculture, GSA, NASA, and
the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) also cited challenges in
improving facility utilization.

·

Competing priorities for labor resources with other agency IT efforts:
Six agencies cited this challenge. For example, officials from
Commerce’s Office of the CIO stated the Census Bureau is ramping
up for a very large program—the 2020 Decennial Census—while also
working to optimize its data centers. This has led to challenges in
implementing data center infrastructure management tools and
replacing old power distribution units with new ones. As another
example, officials from EPA’s Office of Environmental Information
noted that IT personnel are primarily focused on day-to-day
operations and maintenance activities and, therefore, resources
normally used to support data center activities are periodically pulled
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away to address more immediate operational activities (such as
cybersecurity initiatives).
In addition, SBA’s CIO stated that the biggest challenge faced by the
agency is a lack of labor resources, which has historically been due to
a focus on mission priorities instead of data center improvements.
Officials from GSA, Labor, and Transportation also stated that
completing priorities for labor resources has been a challenge to
optimizing their data centers.
Shifting definition of a data center and changes to data center
optimization requirements: Five agencies cited this challenge. For
example, officials from Interior’s Office of the CIO stated that
significant changes outlined in OMB’s August 2016 memorandum42
and previously issued guidance related to the definitions of a data
center and optimization metrics presented challenges in maintaining
inventories, measuring progress, and assessing cost savings and
avoidances. As another example, officials from Energy’s Office of the
CIO stated that Energy’s unique computing environments, which
support scientific research, facility and plant operations, power
management, and mission-specific computing, makes aligning with
OMB’s data center definition difficult.

·

In addition, officials from DHS’s Office of the CIO stated that OMB’s
recent changes to the data center optimization metrics, including the
focus on agency-owned data centers, greatly impacted the
department’s ability to report on optimization progress. More
specifically, the officials stated that OMB’s prior optimization metrics
focused on the department’s three core data centers (i.e., primary
consolidation points); however, under OMB’s new metrics, the
department’s core data centers are no longer applicable to the metrics
because they are not agency-owned. The officials added that this
negatively impacted the department’s ability to report optimization
progress related to power usage effectiveness. Officials from GSA
and NRC also cited challenges related to the change in the definition
of a data center and data center optimization requirements.
Incorporating enterprise-wide efficiencies for data centers owned and
managed by multiple organizations: Five agencies identified this
challenge. For example, officials from NASA’s Office of the CIO stated
that, historically, the agency’s data centers have been owned and
managed by multiple organizations, including contractors, which has

·

42

OMB, Memorandum M-16-19.
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made it challenging to incorporate enterprise-enabled efficiencies (i.e.,
common procurements, implementation of standard hardware,
software, and management tools). The officials also mentioned that
the extensive use of data centers collocated within multi-use
buildings, with shared electrical and mechanical infrastructure, has
resulted in the agency not realizing the magnitude of savings that
would be attributed to the closure of stand-alone data center facilities.
As another example, officials in Energy’s Office of the CIO stated that
the implementation of optimization solutions in data centers that are
mission and research specific, or have unique operational and
environmental requirements, has presented operational challenges. In
addition, officials from Justice’s Office of the CIO stated that
implementing enterprise solutions across a large and traditionally
federated organization has been challenging. Officials from DHS and
Labor also cited challenges with improving optimization at data
centers that are owned and managed by multiple organizations.

Technical Challenges
Agencies reported the most technical challenges in the following areas:
measuring and reporting on server utilization progress, a lack of electricity
metering to determine power usage information, and poor network
connectivity and low bandwidth at field locations constraining
consolidation and optimization efforts.
·

Measuring and reporting on server utilization progress: Nine agencies
cited this challenge. For example, officials from VA’s Infrastructure
Operations cited challenges with the complexity of programming the
tools needed to collect the data to measure server utilization. In
particular, the officials noted issues in delineating what data should be
collected to determine server “busy” and “idle” times (e.g., computer
processing unit usage, power consumption, or other data) and what
unit of time to associate with the data collection (i.e., seconds,
minutes, hours, etc.) in order to be able to report on the server
utilization metric. As another example, officials from Justice’s Office of
the CIO stated that optimizing the server utilization of department data
centers that are consolidation points will be extremely difficult
because the environments are going through significant changes as
they receive servers from other locations.
In addition, officials from Treasury’s Office of the CIO stated that,
while the department’s servers have the ability to measure and
monitor processing usage, most data centers do not have the ability to
centrally aggregate and report on that data. Officials from Agriculture,
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the Department of Defense (Defense), Labor, NASA, OPM, and
Treasury also cited challenges in measuring and reporting on server
utilization progress.
·

Lack of electricity metering to determine power usage information:
Seven agencies identified this challenge. For example, officials from
Commerce’s Office of the CIO stated that many of the department’s
data centers are small and lack separate power metering. The officials
added that, rather than adding power monitoring to each small data
center, the department needs to conduct further research to evaluate
whether consolidation of these unmetered data centers into a few
larger well-maintained data centers is more cost effective. As another
example, officials from Labor’s Office of the CIO stated that a vast
majority of the department’s data centers are in modified office spaces
that also serve other purposes, such as accommodating the storage
of legacy IT assets and providing a workspace for IT support
personnel, which has made the installation of power metering
challenging.
Further, officials from VA’s Infrastructure Operations stated that the
department’s individual data centers are largely unique, thus requiring
detailed engineering to determine how to retrofit energy metering
solutions to provide the data necessary for energy usage optimization,
particularly without incurring critical IT system downtime. The officials
added that the majority of the department’s data centers are not
stand-alone data centers, but rather, are rooms within a medical
center facility or other multi-purpose facility that were not constructed
to facilitate power metering. VA officials stated that these challenges
made measuring power usage effectiveness extremely complicated,
time-consuming, and costly. Agriculture, Labor, OPM, and SBA also
mentioned challenges related to the lack of electricity metering to
determine power usage information.

·

Poor network connectivity and low bandwidth at field locations
constrains consolidation and optimization efforts: Five agencies cited
this challenge. For example, officials from Interior’s Office of the CIO
stated that numerous remote field offices within the department
experience poor network connectivity and low bandwidth to support
running remotely-hosted applications. The officials added that the risk
of reduced service levels at these remote locations is frequently cited
as a constraint on consolidation and a challenge to improving
optimization progress. As another example, Transportation’s Office of
the CIO noted challenges with consolidating field site servers because
the telecommunication bandwidth to the field sites is lacking. Officials
from HHS, Labor, and SBA also cited concerns about connectivity
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performance issues as a challenge to consolidation and optimization
of data centers at their field office locations.

Financial Challenges
Agencies reported three financial challenges in the following areas:
obtaining the funding within their agency for optimization efforts, the
upfront costs required to purchase the monitoring tools needed to
measure optimization progress, and determining the resulting cost
savings and avoidances.
·

Obtaining the funding within their agency for optimization efforts: Ten
agencies cited this challenge. For example, officials from OPM’s
Office of the CIO stated that while the agency’s base budget includes
ongoing operations and maintenance funding for the agency’s existing
data centers, the availability of financial resources during fiscal years
2017 and 2018 would be one of the most significant challenges to
improving data center optimization performance, and satisfying DCOI
requirements. Further, officials from Justice’s Office of the CIO stated
that financial constraints may limit the funding available for migration
of component infrastructure to cloud computing services or the
department’s core enterprise facilities, which could delay or prevent
optimization.
As another example, officials from Defense’s Office of the CIO stated
that resource constraints to support application and system
rationalization, re-engineering, and migration, forced many component
agencies to focus on physical relocations of systems, which limit data
center optimization opportunities and savings. Officials from
Commerce, DHS, Energy, HHS, Labor, SBA, and Transportation also
cited challenges in obtaining the funding within their agency for
optimization efforts.

·

Significant upfront costs required to purchase the monitoring tools
needed to measure optimization progress: Eight agencies cited this
challenge. For example, officials from Treasury’s Office of the CIO
stated that the department is currently in the process of evaluating
how to most effectively meet data center power metering
requirements without incurring significant expenditures. The officials
stated that several of their larger data centers are in older, multi-use
buildings and share a cooling infrastructure with the entire building.
The officials added that measuring the energy consumed by the
portions of the building dedicated to hosting IT equipment would
require meters to be installed within just those spaces dedicated to IT,
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which is a significant cost that is being evaluated relative to other
mission-oriented investments.
As another example, officials from Interior’s Office of the CIO stated
that the investment for purchasing data center optimization tools
would require a reallocation of funds from the department’s fiscal
years 2017 and 2018 budgets and would have an adverse effect on
meeting other higher priority requirements, such as cybersecurity
requirements. Further, the officials stated that purchasing and
deploying energy metering tools in the department’s smaller data
centers would result in a negative return on investment. In addition,
officials from VA’s Infrastructure Operations stated that the
department’s data centers are largely unique and require detailed
engineering to determine how to retrofit metering solutions to provide
data necessary for energy usage optimization, which has not yet been
funded. Officials from Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, GSA, and
State also cited significant upfront costs of data center monitoring
tools as a challenge.
Determining the resulting cost savings and avoidances from
consolidation and optimization efforts: Five agencies identified this
challenge. For example, officials from NASA’s Office of the CIO stated
that due to their extensive use of data centers collocated within multiuse buildings, with shared electrical and mechanical infrastructure, the
agency has not realized the magnitude of savings that would be
attributed to the closure of stand-alone data center facilities. The
officials added that, in most instances, the closed data center spaces
have been locally repurposed for non-IT use.

·

As another example, officials from Agriculture’s Office of the CIO
stated that it can be difficult to determine facility costs and the
resulting cost savings and avoidances. The officials noted that data
centers located within government owned or leased buildings usually
do not pay for electricity, heating and air conditioning expenses, or
lease and facility upkeep costs, which can present challenges in
calculating any cost savings and avoidances from optimization.
Officials from GSA, Interior, and Treasury also cited challenges in
determining the resulting cost savings and avoidances from their
consolidation and optimization efforts.
Addressing these optimization challenges and others—as we previously
recommended in 201643—is increasingly important in light of FITARA’s
43

GAO-16-323.
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requirements, which direct agencies to establish a multi-year strategic
plan to improve data center optimization progress. Until agencies address
these challenges, they could be hindered in the implementation of their
data center optimization strategic plans and in making initiative-wide
progress against OMB’s optimization targets.

Most Agencies Still Cannot Effectively Measure
Server Utilization
As noted earlier, FITARA required OMB to establish data center
consolidation and optimization metrics, including a metric specific to
measuring server efficiency; it also required agencies to report on
progress in meeting the metrics. Pursuant to FITARA, OMB’s August
2016 memorandum44 required agencies to measure and report on server
utilization progress, including the number of agency-owned data centers
fully equipped with automated monitoring tools and their server utilization
percentages.45
To effectively measure progress against this metric, OMB’s memorandum
also directed agencies to immediately begin replacing the manual
collection and reporting of systems, software, and hardware inventory
housed within agency-owned data centers with automated monitoring
tools and to complete this effort no later than the end of fiscal year 2018.
Agencies are required to report progress in implementing automated
monitoring tools and server utilization averages at each data center as
part of their quarterly data center inventory reporting to OMB. Finally,
standards for internal control emphasize the need for federal agencies to
establish plans to help ensure goals and objectives can be met, including
compliance with applicable laws and regulations.46
As of February 2017, 4 of the 22 agencies reporting agency-owned data
centers in their inventory47—NASA, NSF, SSA,48 and USAID—reported
44

OMB, Memorandum M-16-19.

45

OMB measures server efficiency by requiring agencies to measure and report on the
percent of time their servers are busy (versus idle).
46

GAO, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO-14-704G
(Washington, D.C.: Sept. 10, 2014).
47

Two agencies—Education and HUD—do not have any agency-owned data centers;
therefore, they do not have a basis for implementing automated monitoring tools.
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that they had implemented automated monitoring tools at all of their data
centers. Further, 10 reported that they had implemented automated
monitoring tools at between 1 and 57 percent of their centers, and 8 had
not yet begun to report the implementation of these tools. In total, the 22
agencies reported that automated tools were implemented at 123 (or
about 3 percent) of the 4,528 total agency-owned data centers, while the
remaining 4,405 (or about 97 percent) of these data centers were not
reported as having these tools implemented. Table 5 provides a listing of
the number and related percentage of agency-owned data centers
reported by agencies as having automated monitoring tools implemented.

48

This information was obtained from SSA’s April 2017 DCOI strategic plan. As of
February 2017, the agency had not yet reported this information in its data center
inventory.
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Table 5: Agency-Reported Implementation of Data Center Automated Monitoring Tools, as of February 2017

Agency

Number of agencyowned data centers
reported as having
automated monitoring
tools implemented

Number of reported
agency-owned data
centers

Implementation
percentage

25

25

100%

5

5

100%

1

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
U.S. Agency for International Development
National Science Foundation

1

100%

Social Security Administration

1

a

1

100%

General Services Administration

31

54

57%

Department of Homeland Security

9

24

38%

Department of Justice

7

34

21%

Department of Health and Human Services

9

86

10%

3

34

9%

21

359

6%

Department of Agriculture
Department of Veterans Affairs
Environmental Protection Agency

3

52

6%

Department of Energy

5

151

3%

Department of Commerce

2

160

1%

Department of the Interior

1

117

1%

0

2,578

0%

0

382

0%

0

233

0%

0

111

0%

0

59

0%

0

46

0%

0

11

0%

0

5

0%

123

4,528

Department of Defense

b

Department of State
Department of Transportation

b

Department of the Treasury
Department of Labor
b

Small Business Administration

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Personnel Management

b

Total
Source: GAO analysis of Office of Management and Budget and agency data. | GAO-17-448

Note: The Department of Education and Housing and Urban Development do not have any reported
agency-owned data centers; therefore, they do not have a basis for implementing automated
monitoring tools. As such, they are excluded from this table.
a

This information was obtained from the Social Security Administration’s April 2017 Data Center
Optimization Initiative strategic plan. As of February 2017, the agency had not yet reported this
information in its data center inventory.
b

The agency reported that it was determining the extent to which automated monitoring tools were
installed at its agency-owned data centers.

Of the 123 data centers reported as having automated monitoring tools
implemented, 59 were identified as tiered data centers and 64 as nontiered data centers. Figure 7 summarizes the number of agency-owned
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data centers reported with automated monitoring tools installed, including
the number of tiered and non-tiered centers.
Figure 7: Number of Agency-Reported Data Centers with Automated Monitoring Tools Implemented, as of February 2017

The limited implementation of automated monitoring tools resulted in
incomplete information on server utilization percentages. As noted earlier,
OMB’s IT Dashboard is used to publicly report on agencies’ progress in
measuring server utilization.49 This progress information is obtained from
agencies’ quarterly data center inventory submissions, which are required
to include detailed data on the server utilization averages of each tiered
and non-tiered data center. Based on agencies’ February 2017 data
center inventory data, 4 of the 22 agencies reported a server utilization
average for all of their monitored tiered and non-tiered data centers, 10
reported server utilization averages at a portion of their centers, and 8 did
not report this information. SSA reported the highest server utilization

49

OMB’s IT Dashboard displays agencies’ server utilization progress as a percentage that
is adjusted based on the number of agency data centers that are fully equipped with
automated monitoring tools. For the purposes of our analysis, we focused on agencies’
actual reported server utilization averages and did not adjust the percentages.
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average of 100 percent at its one agency-owned tiered data center,50
while GSA reported the lowest percentage of 9 percent across its 31
agency-owned tiered and non-tiered centers with automated monitoring
tools installed.
According to our analysis of agencies’ inventory data, the average server
utilization across all 123 data centers with automated monitoring tools
installed was about 28 percent, which is approximately 37 percent below
OMB’s fiscal year 2018 goal of 65 percent or higher. Figure 8 shows the
agency-reported server utilization averages for the 4 agencies that
reported this information at all their data centers and the 10 agencies that
reported this information at a portion of their centers, as well as the
percentage of their agency-owned data centers with automated
monitoring tools installed.

50

This information was obtained from SSA’s April 2017 DCOI strategic plan. As of
February 2017, the agency had not yet reported this information in its data center
inventory.
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Figure 8: Reported Server Utilization Averages of Agencies with Automated Monitoring Tools Installed, as of February 2017

a

The Social Security Administration’s data was obtained from its April 2017 Data Center Optimization
Initiative strategic plan. As of February 2017, the agency had not yet reported this information in its
data center inventory.

For the 18 agencies that did not report server utilization average
information at all their data centers,51 none fully documented plans to
implement the automated monitoring tools required to measure this
information at all their agency-owned tiered and non-tiered centers by the
end of fiscal year 2018. More specifically, our analysis of agencies’ DCOI
strategic plans, FITARA implementation milestones, and other
documentation (such as project plans and charters) showed that 6 of the
51

The 18 agencies included 10 that reported server utilization averages at a portion of
their centers and 8 did not report this information.
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18 agencies—Agriculture, Energy, EPA, GSA, State, and VA—partially
documented plans because they addressed implementing automated
monitoring tools for only a portion of their data centers. However, these
agencies did not address implementing such tools at all tiered and nontiered agency-owned data centers, as required by OMB. The remaining
12 agencies did not document plans to implement automated monitoring
tools. Table 5 provides an assessment of agencies’ documented plans to
implement data center automated monitoring tools.
Table 6: Assessment of 18 Agencies’ Plans to Implement Data Center Automated Monitoring Tools, as of April 2017
Agency

Did the agency document plans to implement automated monitoring tools at all agencyowned (tiered and non-tiered) data centers?
Assessment

Comments

Department of Agriculture

Partially

The Department of Agriculture’s Federal Information Technology Acquisition
Reform Act (FITARA) implementation milestones stated that the department has
informed all tiered data center owners of the requirement to achieve the Office of
Management and Budget’s (OMB) automated monitoring metric target. However,
the plan did not go into any additional detail or discuss the implementation of
automated monitoring tools at the department’s 20 non-tiered data centers.

Department of Commerce

No

The agency did not document this information.

Department of Defense

a

No

The agency did not document this information.

Department of Energy

Partially

The Department of Energy established the Data Center Infrastructure Management
Project Charter to facilitate the implementation of an enterprise-wide infrastructure
management solution at 78 tiered data centers by September 2018. However, the
charter does not discuss the implementation of the solution at the remaining 68
non-tiered data centers that did not have these tools.

Department of Health and
Human Services

No

The agency did not document this information.

Department of Homeland
Security

No

The agency did not document this information.

Department of the Interior

No

The agency did not document this information.

Department of Justice

No

The agency did not document this information.

a

No

The agency did not document this information.

Department of State

Partially

The Department of State’s FITARA implementation milestones noted that, among
other things, the department will implement a server utilization and automated
monitoring solution in a multi-phased approach, including that it completed a proofof-concept and then plans to implement an automated management solution in a
production environment with increasing services in an incremental fashion. In
addition, the department’s Data Center Optimization Initiative (DCOI) strategic plan
also noted that, as legacy infrastructure is modernized, 4 of the department’s 16
tiered data centers will have automated monitoring tools implemented by the end of
fiscal year 2018. However, the department’s plan does not address the
implementation of such tools at its remaining 378 agency-owned centers that did
not have these tools.

Department of Transportation

No

The agency did not document this information.

a

a

Department of Labor
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Agency

Did the agency document plans to implement automated monitoring tools at all agencyowned (tiered and non-tiered) data centers?
Assessment

Comments

Department of the Treasury

No

The agency did not document this information.

Department of Veterans Affairs

Partially

The Department of Veterans Affairs established the Office of Information and
Technology Command Center Project Plan in July 2016, which documents the
department’s plan to deploy an automated monitoring capability by March 2018.
According to department officials, the plan addresses the deployment of such tools
at 7 tiered mission-critical data centers. However, the department’s plan does not
address the implementation of such tools at its remaining 331 agency-owned
centers that did not have these tools installed.

Environmental Protection Agency Partially

The Environmental Protection Agency’s DCOI strategic plan noted that automated
monitoring tools will be implemented as a proof of concept at one of the agency’s
four tiered data centers in fiscal year 2017 and then implemented at the remaining
three tiered centers. However, the agency’s plan does not address when the
implementation of automated monitoring tools at the three remaining tiered centers
will be completed and does not address the implementation of such tools at its 45
agency-owned non-tiered centers that did not have these tools installed.

General Services Administration

Partially

The General Services Administration’s FITARA implementation milestones noted
that, among other things, the agency will increase tiered server monitoring to 50
percent in fiscal year 2017 and, as the agency moves to another co-location
arrangement, it will focus on increasing server monitoring across the environment.
However, the agency does not address the implementation of automated
monitoring tools at all agency-owned tiered and non-tiered data centers.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

No

The agency did not document this information.

Office of Personnel Management No

The agency did not document this information.

Small Business Administration

The agency did not document this information.

No

Key:
Partially— the agency documented portions of a plan to implement automated monitoring tools, but did not address implementing such tools at all
agency-owned tiered and non-tiered data centers.
No— the agency did not document plans to implement automated monitoring tools at all agency-owned facilities.
Source: GAO analysis of agency data. | GAO-17-448

Note: The Departments of Education and Housing and Urban Development, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, the Social Security Administration, and
the U.S. Agency for International Development were not included in this table because they either did
not report any agency-owned data centers or they had implemented automated monitoring tools at all
of their agency-owned centers.
a

As of April 2017, the agency’s FITARA implementation milestone information was not publicly
posted, as required by OMB.

The 18 agencies provided a variety of reasons regarding why they had
not established a plan to implement automated monitoring tools at all
agency-owned data centers. For example, officials at six agencies
(Defense, DHS, EPA, GSA, Labor, and Justice) stated that they were in
the process of establishing a plan to implement automated monitoring
tools, but had not yet completed it. As another example, agency officials
from State’s Bureau of Information Resource Management and NRC’s
Office of the CIO noted that they were still evaluating options for
purchasing and deploying these tools. Further, officials from OPM’s Office
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of the CIO and Transportation’s Office of the CIO stated that they were
still determining the extent to which their data centers had automated
monitoring tools installed. Lastly, officials from Commerce’s Office of the
CIO stated the department had no specific plans to invest in automated
monitoring tools.
The lack of detailed plans to implement automated monitoring tools at all
agency-owned data centers is also due, in part, to OMB not having
established a formal requirement to document such plans. Although
OMB’s August 2016 memorandum required agencies to submit a DCOI
strategic plan by September 30, 2016, and to update it by April 14, 2017,
these plans were not required to include detailed information describing
how the agency was planning to meet OMB’s requirement to implement
automated monitoring tools at all agency-owned tiered and non-tiered
centers.
Recognizing this issue, OMB staff from the Office of the Federal CIO
stated that they have been advising agencies to include these more
detailed plans and milestones for implementing data center automated
monitoring tools as part of their publicly available FITARA implementation
milestones. However, OMB has not established a formal requirement in
its data center guidance or FITARA implementation guidance provided to
agencies. As mentioned previously, our analysis of agency’s FITARA
implementation milestones showed that most agencies were not aware of
OMB’s request to include this information.
Until OMB requires agencies to include detailed plans to implement
automated monitoring tools in their FITARA implementation milestones,
agencies may continue to lack a roadmap to meet a key DCOI goal.
Further, until agencies complete their plans, they may be challenged in
implementing the tools needed to effectively measure server utilization—a
data center optimization area highlighted in FITARA, and that we
previously reported as being critical to improving the efficiency,
performance, and environmental footprint of federal data center activities.

Conclusions
With the August 2016 launch of DCOI, OMB took a considerable step
forward in providing guidance for the implementation of the data center
consolidation and optimization requirements of FITARA and increasing
the oversight of agencies’ efforts to optimize their data centers. OMB’s
fiscal year 2018 optimization targets provide clear and transparent goals
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for agencies’ optimization efforts; however, agencies reported limited
progress against those targets. Additionally, although agencies’ DCOI
strategic plans provide a mechanism for agencies to report planned fiscal
years 2017 and 2018 milestones toward achieving OMB’s optimization
targets, most agencies reported that they are not planning to meet OMB’s
targets by the end of fiscal year 2018. Considering that OMB established
a DCOI-wide savings goal of $2.7 billion, the ability of agencies to meet
the optimization targets will be critical to achieving these savings.
Extending the time frame for the agencies to meet the required data
center consolidation and optimization provisions of FITARA beyond
October 2018 could provide agencies with additional time to achieve the
benefits of optimization. In addition, agencies’ implementation of our prior
recommendations to address optimization challenges and improve
progress could help ensure that they are better positioned to meet key
DCOI goals.52
As a result of OMB’s increased focus on data center optimization
beginning in 2013 and its more recent efforts to launch DCOI, agencies
have reported noteworthy successes in optimizing their data centers—
particularly in leveraging virtualization and cloud computing as a means to
optimize their data centers. These constructive experiences indicate that
DCOI is moving in the right direction. However, as agencies work toward
achieving OMB’s fiscal year 2018 optimization targets, many are reporting
challenges related to improving data center facility utilization, measuring
and reporting on server utilization progress, and obtaining the funding
within their agency for optimization efforts. Such a dynamic environment
reinforces the need for agencies to address their identified challenges—
as we previously recommended53—in order to improve data center
optimization progress.
OMB’s efforts to establish a metric to measure server utilization as part of
its August 2016 memorandum were consistent with our 2014
recommendation54 and an important step toward ensuring that agency
computing resources are being used more efficiently. Additionally, OMB’s
requirement that agencies implement automated monitoring tools at their
data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018 will help to ensure that they
52

GAO-16-323.

53

GAO-16-323.

54

GAO-14-713.
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have the necessary foundation in place to effectively measure and report
on server utilization progress. However, with agencies collectively
reporting that these tools are only installed at about 3 percent of the total
data centers and with 18 agencies lacking complete plans to implement
these tools at their remaining data centers, significant work remains
toward meeting OMB’s requirement. The lack of a formal OMB
requirement to establish detailed plans in this area and report them to
OMB further increases the likelihood that agencies will continue to lack
them.
In the absence of such a requirement and completed plans, agencies will
be missing an important roadmap for implementing the automated
monitoring tools needed to measure server utilization—an area that both
we and OMB have reported as critical to improving the efficiency,
performance, and environmental footprint of federal data center activities.
Moreover, with automated monitoring tools not required by OMB to be
fully implemented by agencies until the end of fiscal year 2018, extending
the time frame of FITARA’s data center consolidation and optimization
provisions could also better ensure that server utilization is effectively
measured and reported beyond fiscal year 2018, after the necessary
monitoring tools are implemented.

Matter for Congressional Consideration
As most agencies lack plans to meet OMB’s data center optimization
targets by the end of fiscal year 2018, it is increasingly likely that these
agencies will require additional time to achieve the data center
consolidation and optimization goals required by FITARA and OMB
guidance. In order to provide agencies with additional time to meet OMB’s
data center optimization targets and achieve the related cost savings,
Congress should consider extending the time frame for the data center
consolidation and optimization provisions of FITARA beyond their current
expiration date of October 1, 2018.

Recommendations for Executive Action
To better ensure that agencies complete important DCOI planning
documentation and that the initiative improves governmental efficiency
and achieves intended cost savings, we are recommending that the
Director of OMB direct the Federal CIO to formally document a
requirement for agencies to include plans, as part of existing OMB
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reporting mechanisms, to implement automated monitoring tools at their
agency-owned data centers.
We are also recommending that the Secretaries of Agriculture,
Commerce, Defense, Homeland Security, Energy, HHS, Interior, Labor,
State, Transportation, Treasury, and VA; the Attorney General of the
United States; the Administrators of EPA, GSA, and SBA; the Director of
OPM; and the Chairman of NRC take action to, within existing OMB
reporting mechanisms, complete plans describing how the agency will
achieve OMB’s requirement to implement automated monitoring tools at
all agency-owned data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018.

Agency Comments and Our Evaluation
We received comments on a draft of this report from OMB and the 24
agencies that we reviewed. Of the 19 agencies to which we made
recommendations, 10 agencies agreed with our recommendations, 3
(Defense, Interior, and OPM) partially agreed, and 6 (including OMB) did
not state whether they agreed or disagreed. In addition, 6 agencies to
which we did not make recommendations stated that they had no
comments. Multiple agencies also provided technical comments, which
we have incorporated as appropriate.
The following discusses the comments from each agency to which we
made a recommendation.
·

In an e-mail received on July 7, 2017, a staff member from OMB’s
Office of General Counsel stated that the agency had no comments
on the draft report. The staff member did not state whether the agency
agreed or disagreed with our recommendation.

·

In an e-mail received on June 26, 2017, a senior advisor in the
Department of Agriculture’s Office of the CIO did not state whether the
department agreed or disagreed with our recommendation, but noted
that the department understands that automated monitoring of server
utilization and virtualization is critical to accurate data center
performance and cost savings reporting.

·

In written comments, Commerce stated that it agreed with our
recommendation and described actions planned to implement it.
Specifically, the department noted that, as part of its effort to
consolidate, define, and establish a plan to deploy an enterprise-wide
automated monitoring tool, it has identified two component agencies
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that will offer a data center infrastructure management tool as a
service. The department added that this approach will allow it to
monitor and report cost savings and avoidances more efficiently.
Commerce’s comments are reprinted in appendix II.
·

In written comments, Defense stated that it partially agreed with our
recommendation. Specifically, the department stated that it
recognizes the value of data center infrastructure management
capabilities in realizing DCOI objectives and will endeavor to
implement the capabilities as quickly as possible. However, the
department noted that it will be unable to complete the implementation
of data center infrastructure management capabilities by the end of
fiscal year 2018, as we recommended. As obstacles to meeting this
deadline, the department cited procurement regulations, resource
challenges, the budget cycle, and remaining work to resolve the
population of installation processing nodes, but did not offer further
details.
Our report specifically recognizes the challenges cited by agencies in
the implementation of automated monitoring tools (i.e., data center
infrastructure management capabilities), and notes the importance of
detailed plans to overcome these challenges. Given the department’s
own acknowledgment of facing implementation obstacles, a plan
describing how it will implement these important monitoring tools
could help overcome the challenges identified. Therefore, we continue
to believe our recommendation is warranted. Defense’s comments are
reprinted in appendix III.

·

In written comments, Energy stated that the department concurred
with our recommendation and described planned actions to implement
it. Specifically, the department stated that it established plans to
implement automated monitoring tools at its 78 department-owned
tiered data centers and plans to evaluate whether its 68 departmentowned non-tiered data centers should be consolidated or closed. For
the non-tiered centers slated to remain open, the department stated
that it expects to complete plans describing how it will automate
server utilization by September 2019. Energy’s comments are
reprinted in appendix IV.

·

In written comments, HHS stated that the department concurred with
our recommendation and described planned actions to implement it.
Specifically, the department stated that HHS will direct its operating
and staff divisions to acquire and install automated monitoring tools in
all agency-owned data centers by the close of fiscal year 2018. HHS’s
comments are reprinted in appendix V.
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·

In written comments, DHS stated that the department concurred with
our recommendation and described planned actions to implement it.
Specifically, the department stated that it is continually reviewing
optimization alternatives, including evaluating the option to move to a
cloud deployment model over the next few years. The department
further noted that it does not expect to achieve the optimum solution
in agency-owned tiered data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018, as
we recommended, but agreed with our suggestion that the DCOI time
frame be reconsidered. In addition, DHS stated that it expects to have
an optimization plan that includes, among other things, resource
requirements and a schedule to achieve monitoring compliance for
agency-owned tiered data centers by April 2018. DHS’s comments
are reprinted in appendix VI.

·

In written comments, Interior stated that the department partially
concurred with our recommendation. Specifically, the department
stated that it is committed to completing its plan on schedule, but that
its ability to meet OMB’s requirement to implement automated
monitoring tools at all department-owned data centers by the end of
fiscal year 2018, as we recommended, will depend on many factors
and variables, including the availability of funding and other
resources.
Because of the potential for improved efficiency and cost savings from
data center optimization, as discussed in this report, we believe the
department should devote the necessary resources to ensure that
automated monitoring tools are installed at all department-owned data
centers by the end of fiscal year 2018, as required by OMB.
Therefore, in our view, the recommendation continues to be
warranted. Interior’s comments are reprinted in appendix VII.

·

In an e-mail received on July 13, 2017, a Justice audit liaison stated
that the department concurred with our recommendation.

·

In written comments, Labor stated that the department accepted our
recommendation and will incorporate pertinent information in its next
data center consolidation and optimization strategic plan due in April
2018. Labor’s comments are reprinted in appendix VIII.

·

In written comments, State indicated that the department agreed with
our recommendation and described completed and planned actions to
address it. Specifically, the department stated that it performed an
analysis of tools, including shared services and commercial-off-theshelf products. The department also stated that it is developing an
acquisition strategy based on its research and is recommending that a
commercially available product would be the best solution to meet
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monitoring requirements. Further, the department noted that
additional budgetary resources may be required to support an
enterprise-wide roll-out of automated server monitoring across all
tiered data centers, which may not be available until fiscal year 2019
or later.
As discussed in detail in this report, data center optimization holds the
potential for improved efficiency and cost savings. Consequently, we
encourage the department to devote the necessary resources to
ensure that automated monitoring tools are installed at all departmentowned data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018, as required by
OMB. State’s comments are reprinted in appendix IX.
·

In an e-mail received on July 3, 2017, a deputy director in
Transportation’s Audit Relations and Program Improvement office
stated that the department concurred with our recommendation.

·

In an e-mail received on July 20, 2017, an audit liaison in Treasury’s
Office of the CIO stated that the department had no comments on the
draft report, and did not state whether the agency agreed or disagreed
with our recommendation.

·

In written comments, VA stated that it concurred with our
recommendation and noted that it is developing a plan to fully comply
with OMB’s requirement to implement automated monitoring tools at
all agency-owned data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018. The
department added that it expects to complete this plan by November
2017. VA’s comments are reprinted in appendix X.

·

In written comments, EPA did not state whether the agency agreed or
disagreed with our recommendation, but described planned actions to
implement it. Specifically, the agency detailed plans to address OMB's
requirements, such as leveraging EPA's current investment in a
network monitoring tool and the intent to procure and deploy a data
center infrastructure management tool by the end of fiscal year 2018.
However, EPA also noted that budget cuts may delay the agency's
efforts to fully implement the requirements of DCOI.
As noted earlier, because of the potential efficiency and savings from
data center optimization, we believe EPA should devote the
necessary resources to ensure that automated monitoring tools are
installed at all department-owned data centers by the end of fiscal
year 2018, as required by OMB. EPA's written comments are
reprinted in appendix XI.

·

In written comments, GSA stated that it agreed with our
recommendation and that it plans to install automated monitoring tools
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by the end of fiscal year 2018. GSA’s comments are reprinted in
appendix XII.
·

In written comments, NRC stated that it was in general agreement
with our findings. The agency did not state whether it agreed or
disagreed with our recommendation, but described actions planned to
address it. Specifically, the agency stated that it plans to install
automated monitoring tools in all of its tiered data centers. The
agency added that it is planning to close its non-tiered data centers.
NRC’s comments are reprinted in appendix XIII.

·

In written comments, OPM stated that the agency partially concurred
with our recommendation. Specifically, the agency stated that it plans
to consolidate its remaining data centers into two main locations by
the end of fiscal year 2018. OPM further stated that this consolidation
will obviate the need to implement automated monitoring tools at the
data centers that are closing. Finally, the agency noted that it is
implementing automated monitoring tools at the designated core data
centers.
We encourage OPM’s efforts to continue to consolidate its data
centers. However, as mentioned in its comments, OPM’s automated
monitoring tools have not yet been installed at the agency’s core data
centers. Completing a plan describing how the agency will meet
OMB’s requirement to implement automated monitoring tools at these
centers, as we recommended, could better ensure that this important
effort is completed. Therefore, we believe our recommendation is still
warranted. OPM’s comments are reprinted in appendix XIV.

·

In an e-mail received on July 13, 2017, a program manager in SBA’s
Office of Congressional and Legislative Affairs stated that the agency
had no comments on the draft report, and did not state whether the
agency agreed or disagreed with our recommendation.

In addition to the aforementioned comments, six agencies to which we did
not make recommendations provided the following responses:
·

In an e-mail received on June 23, 2017, a policy analyst in
Education’s Office of the Secretary/Executive Secretariat stated that
the department had no comments on the draft report.

·

In written comments, HUD stated that the department had no
comments on the draft report. HUD’s comments are reprinted in
appendix XV.

·

In an e-mail received on July 14, 2017, a NASA audit liaison stated
that the agency had no comments on the draft report.
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·

In an e-mail received on July 17, 2017, a NSF audit liaison stated that
the agency had no comments on the draft report.

·

In written comments, SSA stated that the agency had no comments
on the draft report. SSA’s comments are reprinted in appendix XVI.

·

In an e-mail received on July 12, 2017, an audit liaison in USAID’s
Bureau for Management stated that the agency had no comments on
the draft report.

As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce the contents of
this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 22 days from the
report date. At that time, we will send copies to interested congressional
committees, the Director of OMB, Secretaries and agency heads of the
departments and agencies addressed in this report, and other interested
parties. In addition, the report will be available at no charge on GAO’s
website at http://www.gao.gov.
If you or your staffs have any questions on the matters discussed in this
report, please contact me at (202) 512-9286 or pownerd@gao.gov.
Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public
Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made
major contributions to this report are listed in appendix XVII.

David A. Powner
Director, Information Technology
Management Issues
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The Honorable Trey Gowdy
Chairman
The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings
Ranking Member
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
House of Representatives
The Honorable Mark Meadows
Chairman
The Honorable Gerry Connolly
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Government Operations
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
House of Representatives
The Honorable Will Hurd
Chairman
The Honorable Robin L. Kelly
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Information Technology
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
House of Representatives
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Our objectives were to (1) assess agencies’ progress against the Office of
Management and Budget’s (OMB) data center optimization targets, (2)
identify agencies’ notable optimization successes and challenges, and (3)
evaluate the extent to which agencies are able to effectively measure
server utilization.
To assess agencies’ progress against OMB’s data center optimization
targets, we analyzed the February 2017 data center optimization progress
information of the 24 department and agencies (agencies)1 that
participate in OMB’s Data Center Optimization Initiative (DCOI).2 This
progress information was obtained from the Information Technology (IT)
Dashboard—an OMB public website that provides information on federal
agencies’ major IT investments. We then compared the agencies’
optimization progress information against OMB’s fiscal year 2018
optimization targets,3 as documented in its August 2016 memorandum.4
Although OMB’s memorandum establishes a single optimization target
value for the server utilization and automated monitoring metric, the
Dashboard displays agencies’ progress for tiered and non-tiered data
centers separately. To report consistently with OMB’s implementation
memorandum, we combined the progress information for tiered and nontiered data centers into a single assessment in this report.
1

The 24 agencies that are required to participate in the Data Center Optimization Initiative
are the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and
Human Services, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, Interior, Justice,
Labor, State, Transportation, Treasury, and Veterans Affairs; the Environmental Protection
Agency, General Services Administration, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
National Science Foundation, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Personnel
Management, Small Business Administration, Social Security Administration, and U.S.
Agency for International Development.
2

Agencies’ data center optimization progress information displayed on OMB’s IT
Dashboard is updated by OMB on a quarterly basis based on data center inventory data
collected from agencies at the end of February, May, August, and November of each year.
3

Two agencies—the Departments of Education and Housing and Urban Development—do
not have any agency-owned data centers and, therefore, do not have a basis to measure
and report on optimization progress.
4

OMB, Data Center Optimization Initiative (DCOI), Memorandum M-16-19 (Washington,
D.C.: Aug. 1, 2016).
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We also reviewed the 24 agencies’ DCOI strategic plans, as of April
2017, to obtain information regarding their fiscal years 2017 and 2018
plans to meet or not meet OMB’s optimization targets. This
documentation included agencies’ strategic plan information publicly
posted on agency-owned digital strategy websites, and additional agencyprovided documentation of their data center consolidation and
optimization strategic plans.
To assess the reliability of agencies’ optimization progress information on
OMB’s IT Dashboard, we reviewed the information for errors or missing
data, such as progress information that was not available for certain
metrics. We also compared agencies’ optimization progress information
across multiple reporting quarters to identify any inconsistencies in
agencies progress. We discussed with OMB staff any discrepancies or
potential errors identified to determine the causes or request additional
information. In addition, we interviewed OMB officials to obtain additional
information regarding the steps taken to ensure the reliability of and
validate the optimization data on the Dashboard. We determined that the
data were sufficiently reliable to report on agencies’ optimization
progress.
To assess the reliability of the DCOI strategic plans, we reviewed
agencies’ documentation to identify any missing data or errors. We also
compared the planned data center optimization milestones in agencies’
documentation against current optimization progress information obtained
from the Dashboard. In addition, we reviewed agency chief information
officer statements attesting to the completeness of their DCOI strategic
plan information. Moreover, we obtained written responses from agency
officials regarding the steps taken to ensure the accuracy and reliability of
their strategic plan. We discussed with agency officials any discrepancies
or potential errors identified during our reviews of their strategic plan to
determine the causes or request additional information. As a result of
these efforts, we determined that the agencies’ strategic plan information
was sufficiently reliable for reporting on plans to meet or not meet OMB’s
fiscal year 2018 optimization targets.
To address the second objective, we reviewed the 24 agencies DCOI
strategic plans to identify successes and challenges encountered by
agencies in optimizing their data centers. We also interviewed cognizant
officials at the 24 agencies in order to gather additional information about
their data center optimization successes and challenges. We then
categorized the agency-reported successes and challenges to determine
the ones encountered most often.
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To evaluate the extent to which selected agencies are able to effectively
measure server utilization, we analyzed the 24 agencies’ February 2017
data center inventory information. We reviewed the inventory information
to determine the extent to which the agencies reported the
implementation of automated monitoring tools at their data centers to
measure server utilization, as well as the reported server utilization
percentages at those centers. To determine whether agencies had
established detailed plans to meet OMB’s M-16-19 requirement to
implement automated monitoring tools at all agency-owned data centers
by the end of fiscal year 2018, we reviewed agencies DCOI strategic
plans, publicly available milestone information for implementing the
December 2014 IT acquisition reform law,5 and other planning
documentation provided by agencies (such as project charters and
project plans). We reviewed this documentation to determine the extent to
which agencies documented plans to implement automated monitoring
tools at all their agency-owned data centers by the end of fiscal year
2018, as required by OMB.
To assess the reliability of the agencies’ data center inventories, we
checked for missing data and other errors, such as anomalous server
utilization percentage information. We also compared agencies’ reported
use of automated monitoring tools at their data centers across multiple
reporting quarters to identify any inconsistencies in agencies’ progress.
We discussed with agency officials any discrepancies or potential errors
identified to determine the causes or request additional information.
Further, we obtained written responses from agency officials regarding
actions taken to ensure the reliability of their inventory data. We
determined that the agencies’ data were sufficiently reliable to report on
agencies’ progress in implementing automated monitoring tools to
measure server utilization.
We conducted this performance audit from July 2016 to August 2017 in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.
5

Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform provisions of the Carl Levin and
Howard P. ‘Buck’ McKeon National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2015, Pub.
L. No. 113-291, div. A, title VIII, subtitle D, 128 Stat. 3292, 3438-50 (Dec. 19, 2014).
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Data Tables
Data Table for Figure 1: Example of Data Center Server Racks at the Social Security
Administration’s National Support Center
Metric

Agencies meeting or exceeding metric
target

Server utilization and automated
monitoring

0

Energy metering

2

Power usage effectiveness

5

Facility utilization

1

Virtualization

5

Data Table for Figure 2: Total Number of Reported Federal Data Centers and
Closures through August 2016

Data–Total Number of federal data centers:
Year

Total Federal data centers

1998

432

Break in Data

NA

2009

1100

Jul 2010

2094

Dec 2011

3133

Dec 2012

4900

Jul 2013

6836

May 2014

9658

Nov 2015

10584

Aug 2016

9995

Data Completed Closures :
Year

Total completed closings

1998

0

Break in data
2009
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Year

Total completed closings

Jul 2010

48

Dec 2011

204

Dec 2012

439

Jul 2013

730

May 2014

1262

Nov 2015

3125

Aug 2016

4388

Data Table for Figure 3: Agencies’ Progress against Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) Data Center Optimization Targets, as of February 2017
OMB metric

Total meeting or
exceeding metric

Did not meet
metric

Not
Applicable

Server utilization and
automated monitoring

0

22

2

Energy metering

2

18

4

Power usage effectiveness

5

15

4

Facility utilization

1

19

4

Virtualization

5

15

4

Data Table for Figure 5: Number of Agencies Reporting Plans to Meet or Exceed the
Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Optimization Targets, by Metric
OMB Metric

Current progress Planned progress - Planned progress (as of February
September 2017
September 2018
2017)

Server utilization and
automated monitoring

0

1

9

Energy metering

2

5

9

Power usage
effectiveness

5

5

8

Facility utilization

1

2

10

Virtualization

5

7

12

Data Table for Figure 7: Number of Agency-Reported Data Centers with Automated
Monitoring Tools Implemented, as of February 2017
Total number of agency-owned data centers

4528

Data centers with automated monitoring tools

123

Data centers without automated monitoring tools

4405

Of the 123 Data centers with automated monitoring tools, 64 are nontiered data centers and 59 are tiered data centers
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Data Table for Figure 8: Reported Server Utilization Averages of Agencies with Automated Monitoring Tools Installed, as of
February 2017
Agency

Server Utilization Average
Percent

Percentage of total agency owned centers monitored for
server utilization

Social Security Administration

100

100

Department of Energy

63

3

Department of Justice

56

21

Environmental Protection Agency

54

6

Department of Health and Human
Services

44

10

National Science Foundation

40

100

Department of the Interior

38

1

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

36

100

Department of Homeland Security

27

38

Department of Agriculture

23

9

Department of Veterans Affairs

19

6

U.S. Agency for International
Development

15

100

Department of Commerce

10

1

9

57

General Services Administration

Agency Comment Letters
Text of Appendix II: Comments from the Department of
Commerce
Page 1
July 14, 2017
Mr. David A. Powner
Director, Information Technology Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. Powner:
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Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Government
Accountability Office's (GAO) draft report titled Data Center Optimization:
Agencies Need to Address Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve
Cost Savings Goal (GAO-17-448, July 2017).
On behalf of the Department of Commerce, I have enclosed our response
to the draft report.
As part of the effort to consolidate, define, and establish a plan to deploy
an enterprise- wide automated monitoring tool, the Department has
identified two data center service providers, the U.S. Census Bureau and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. These providers
will offer a Data Center Infrastructure Management tool as a Software as
a Service.
This approach will allow the Department to monitor and report cost
savings and avoidances more efficiently.
If you have any questions, please contact Rod Turk, Acting Chief
Information Officer, at (202) 482-4797.
Sincerely,
Wilbur Ross

Page 2
The Office 'of the Chief Information Officer has reviewed the draft report,
and we offer the following comments for GAO's consideration.
General Comments
GAO made one single recommendation in the report - the same
recommendation was made to 16 Federal agencies, including the
Department of Commerce and the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB).
Department response to Recommendation
Recommendation 1:
"Complete plans describing how the Department will achieve OMB's
requirement to
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implement automated monitoring tools at all agency-owned data centers
by the end of fiscal year 2018. "
Department Response:
The Department of Commerce agrees with this recommendation. The
U.S. Census Bureau is in the midst of procuring and implementing a
Data Center Infrastructure Management (DCIM) tool to enable
automated monitoring. The Census DCIM implementation will initially be
provisioned for Census and incrementally migrated to a Software as a
Service (SaaS) offering for other Department bureaus. This approach will
allow the Department to fine-tune the implementation, within Census,
before offering it as a SaaS for department-wide tool for monitoring and
reporting cost savings and avoidances more efficiently.

Text of Appendix III: Comments from the Department of
Defense
JULY 13, 2017
Mr. David Powner
Director, information Technology
U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
The Department of Defense (DoD) submits the below response to GAO
Draft Report, GA0- 17- 448, Data Center Optimjzation: Agencies Need to
Address Challenges and lmprove Progress to Achieve Cost Savings Goal
(GAO Code 101014).
RECOMMENDATION 1:
The GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense take action to,
within existing Office of Management and Budget (OMB) reporting
mechanisms, complete plans describing how the agency will achieve
OMB's requirement to implement automated monitoring tool s at all
agency-owned data centers by the end of fiscal year 20 18.
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DoD RESPONSE : Partially agree.
DoD plans to install automated monitoring tools in Core Data Centers,
Component Enterprise Data Centers, and Installation Process i ng Nodes
(IPNs). Implementation will proceed once material solution(s) are
identified and resources are available. DoD will consider Data Center
Infrastructure Management (DCIM) solution(s) made available by General
Services Administration for Agency use per the OMB Data Center
Optimization Initiative (DCOI) Memorandum issued August 1, 20 16. DoD
will not complete implementation of DCIM capabilities by the end of FY 18
due to procurement regulations, resource challenges budget cycle, and
remaining work in resolving the IPN population. DoD recognizes the value
of DCIM capabilities in realizing DCOI objectives and will endeavor to
implement the capabilities as quickly as possible.
John Zangardi
Acting

Text of Appendix IV: Comments from the Department of
Energy
July 12, 2017
Mr. David Powner
Director, Information Technology Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear Mr. Powner:
I am pleased to provide the Department of Energy's (DOE) response
to the Government Accountability Office's (GAO) report, Data CenterOptimization: Agencies Need to Address Challenges and Improve
Progress to Achieve Cost Savings Goals (GA0-17-448). Details relating
to DOE's action steps are provided below.
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Recommendation 1:
Take action to, within existing OMB reporting mechanisms, complete
plans describing how the Department will achieve OMB's requirement to
implement automated monitoring tools at all Depa1tment of Energyowned data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018.
Management Decision: Concur in Principle
Action plan: DOE has already taken action to complete plans describing
how the Department will implement automated monitoring tools at the 78
Department of Energy-owned tiered data centers. As described in Table
5 of GAO's report, the Department of Energy is initially focusing on
implementation of an enterprise-wide Data Center Infrastructure
Management (DCIM) system for its 78 tiered data centers by the end of
FY 18. During this initial implementation phase, the 68 non-tiered data
centers will be evaluated for consolidation and possible closure. Nontiered data centers identified as enduring during the evaluation will be
added to the DCIM Project Plan following the DCIM implementation in the
tiered data centers. The estimated date to complete plans describing how
the Department will automate server utilization at non-tiered data centers
is September 301 20 19.
If you have any questions, please contact me or Melissa Grayce, Deputy
CIO for Architecture, Engineering, Technology and Innovation, at (301)
903-9966 .
Sincerely,
Stephen (Max) Everett Chief Information Officer
Enclosure

Text of Appendix V: Comments from the Department of
Health and Human Services
Page 1
JULY 28, 2017
David A. Powner
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Director, Information Technology Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street NW
Washington , DC 20548
Dear Mr. Powner:
Attached are comments on the U.S. Government Accow1tability Office's
(GAO) report entitled , "Data Center Optimization: Agencies Need to
Address Challenges and improve Progress to Achieve Cost Savings
Goal " (GA0-17-448).
The Department appreciates the opportunity to review this report prior to
publication .
Sincerely,
Barbara Pisaro Clark
Acting Assistant Secretary for Legislation
Attachment

Page 2
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) appreciates
the opportunity from the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to
review and comment on this draft report.
Recommendation
GAO is recommending that the Secretaries of the Department of
Agriculture, Department of Commerce, Department of Defense,
Department of Homeland Security, Department of Energy, HHS,
Department of the Interior, Department of Labor, Department of State,
Department of Transportation, Department of the Treasury, and
Department of Veterans Affairs; the Attorney General; the Administrators
of Environmental Protection Agency , General Services Administration,
and Small Business Administration; the Director of Office of Personnel
Management; and the Chairman of Nuclear Regulatory Commission take
action to, within existing Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
reporting mechanisms, complete plans describing how the agency will
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achieve OMB's requirement to implement automated monitoring tools at
all agency-owned data centers by the end of the fiscal year 2018.
HHS Response
HHS concurs with this recommendation. Leveraging the authorities
under the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act
(FITARA), the Chief Information Officer (CIO) will direct that HHS
Operating Divisions and Staff Divisions to acquire and install automated
monitoring tools in all agency-owned data centers by the close of fiscal
year 201 8. This will include incorporating the directive into the CIO work
plan and I 00 percent compliance with all quarterly and annual reporting
for FITARA and the Data Center Optimization Initiative.

Text of Appendix VI: Comments from the Department of
Homeland Security
Page 1
Page 1
July 25, 2017
David A. Powner
Director, Information Technology Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
Re: Management's Response to Draft Report GA0-17-448 , "DATA
CENTER OPTIMIZATION: Agencies Need to Address Challenges and
Improve Progress to Achieve Cost Savings Goal"
Dear Mr. Powner:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft report.
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) appreciates the U.S.
Government Accountability Office's (GAO) work in planning and
conducting its review and issuing this report.
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The Department is pleased to note GAO's positive recognition of DHS's
Data Center Optimization Initiative (DCOI) strategic plans, where it was
noted that DHS was one of seven agencies, out of 23, that had
addressed all five required elements of a strategic plan, as identified by
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). DHS remains committed
to OMB's DCOI objective of optimizing data center performance and is
focused on achieving this outcome through enterprise consolidation and
cloud transition of existing hosting facilities and environments.
The draft report contains one recommendation with which the Department
concurs. Attached find our detailed response to the recommendation.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft
report. Technical comments were previously provided under separate
cover. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. We look
forward to working with you in the future.
Sincerely,
Jim Crumpacker
Departmental GAO-OIG Liaison Office
Attachment

Page 2
GAO recommended that the Secretary of Homeland Secretary:
Recommendation:
Take action to, within existing OMB reporting mechanisms, complete
plans describing how the agency will achieve OMB's requirement to
implement automated monitoring tools at all agency-owned data centers
by the end of fiscal year 2018.
Response: Concur.
DHS is continually reviewing optimization alternatives for our data
centers, including evaluating the option to move to a cloud deployment
model over the next few years.
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Given the alternatives being considered, however, DHS does not expect
to achieve the optimum solution(s) in agency-owned (tiered) facilities by
the end of fiscal year 201 8 and agrees with GAO's statements that
OMB should reconsider its timeline. The Department expects to have
an optimization plan and a schedule for agency-owned (tiered) data
centers in the anticipated April 2018 update of the Implementing DCOI:
DHS Enterprise Computing Services Strategic Plan.
This update will include the DHS hosting actions, resource
requirements, transition plan, and schedule to achieve monitoring
compliance for agency-owned (tiered) data centers. The delivery of this
update will demonstrate DHS implementation of this recommendation.
Estimated Completion Date: April 30, 2018.

Text of Appendix VII: Comments from the Department of
the Interior
JULY 18, 2017

Mr. David Powner
Director, Information Technology Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. Powner:
Thank you for providing the Department of the Interior (Department) the
opportunity to review and comment on the draft Government
Accountability Office (GAO) report entitled, Data Center Optimization:
Agencies Need to Address Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve
Cost Savings Goal (GA0-17-448). We appreciate GAO's review of
federal data center optimization.
The Department partially concurs with the recommendation issued by
GAO that agencies take action to, within existing Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) reporting mechanisms, complete plans describing how
the agency will achieve OMB's requirement to implement automated
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monitoring tools at all agency-owned data centers by the end of fiscal
year 2018. The Department commits to completing its plan on schedule.
However , the OMB requirement to implement automated monitoring tools
at all Department -owned data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018 will
depend on many factors and variables, including the availability of funding
and resources.
We appreciate your consideration to incorporate our comments when
finalizing the report. If you have any questions or need additional
information , please contact Sylvia Burns, Chief Information Officer at
Sylvia_Burns@ios.doi.gov .
Amy Holley
Acting Assistant Secretary Policy, Management and Budget

Text of Appendix VIII: Comments from the Department of
Labor
JULY 13, 2017
Mr. David A. Powner
Director, Information Technology Management Issues Government
Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear Mr. Powner:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on draft report
GA0-17-448 Data Center Optimization: Agencies Need to Address
Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve Cost Savings Goal. We
appreciate the Government Accountability Office's (GAO) efforts and
insights.
Recommendation:
The Secretary of Labor should lake action to, within existing OMB
reporting mechanisms, complete plans describing how the agency will
achieve OMB 's requirement to implement automated monitoring tools at
all agency-owned data centers by the end offiscal year 2018.
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DOL Response:
The Department accepts this recommendation and will incorporate
pertinent information in its next Data Center Consolidation and
Optimization Strategic Plan, due in April 2018 .
Should you have any questions regarding the Department 's response,
please have your staff contact Gundeep Ahluwalia, Chief lnformation
Officer, at (202) 693-4200.
Edward C. Hugler
Acting Assistant Secretary for Administration and Management

Text of Appendix IX: Comments from the Department of
State
Page 1
Charles M. Johnson, Jr. Managing Director International Affairs and
Trade
Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548-0001
Dear Mr. Johnson:
We appreciate the opportunity to review your draft report,
"DATA CENTER OPTIMIZATION: Agencies Need to Address Challenges
and Improve Progress to Achieve Cost Savings Goal" GAO Job Code
101014.
The enclosed Department of State comments are provided for
incorporation with this letter as an appendix to the final report.
If you have any questions concerning this response, please contact Paula
Lee, IT Specialist, Office of Business Management and Planning, Bureau
of Information Resource Management at (202) 634-9756.
Sincerely,
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Christopher H. Flaggs
Enclosure:
As stated
cc:
GAO -David A. Powner IRM- Frontis B. Wiggins State/OIG Norman Brown

Page 2
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the GAO draft report,
entitled “Data Center Optimization: Agencies Need to Address
Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve Cost Savings Goal.”
Recommendation: We are recommending that the Secretary of State take
action to, within existing OMB reporting mechanisms, complete plans
describing how the agency will achieve OMB’s requirement to implement
automated monitoring tools at all agency-owned data centers by the end
of fiscal year 2018
Department of State agrees with the recommendation. The Department
performed an analysis of tools, including existing, shared services, and
commercial-off-the- shelf products. The Department is developing an
acquisition strategy based on its research and is recommending that a
commercially available product would be the best solution to meet the
monitoring requirements. Additional budgetary resources may be required
to support an enterprise-wide roll-out of automated server monitoring
across all tiered data centers. Budgetary resources must be requested
through Department and OMB processes and may not be available until
FY 2019 or later.

Text of Appendix X: Comments from the Department of
Veterans Affairs
Page 1
July 12, 2017
Mr. David Pawner Director
Information Technology
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U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. Pawner:
The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has reviewed the Government
Accountability Office's (GAO) draft report, Data Center Optimization:
Agencies Need to Address Challenges and Improve Progress to
Achieve Cost Savings Goal (GA0-17-488).
The enclosure provides our response to the recommendation. VA
appreciates the opportunity to comment on your draft report.
Sincerely,
Gina S. Farrisee
Deputy Chief of Staff
Enclosure

Page 2
GAO Recommendation:
To better ensure that agencies complete important DCOI planning
documentation and that the initiative improves governmental efficiency
and achieves intended cost savings, we are recommending that the
Secretary of Veterans Affairs take action to:
Recommendation 1:
Within existing OMB reporting mechanisms, complete plans describing
how the agency will achieve OMB's requirement to implement automated
monitoring tools at all agency-owned data centers by the end of fiscal
year 2018.
VA Comment: Concur.
Ol&T is currently developing a plan to fully comply with OMB
requirements to implement automated monitoring tools at all agency-
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owned data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018. Target Completion
Date: November 30, 2017.

Text of Appendix XI: Comments from the Environmental
Protection Agency
Page 1
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT: EPA's Response to GA0-17-448, "Data Center Optimization:
Agencies Need to Address Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve
Cost Savings Goal
FROM: Steve Fine, Ph.D
Acting Assistant Administrator and Acting Chief Information Officer
TO: David A. Powner, Director, GAO Information Technology
Management Issues
The Office of Environmental Information (OEl)) reviewed the Draft Report,
GA0-17-448, "Data Center Optimization: Agencies Need to Address
Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve Cost Savings Goal
(101014). The purpose of this memorandum is to provide EPA's response
to the report.
In the Draft Report, GAO recommend s:
"the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, defense, Homeland Security,
Energy, HHS, Interior, Labor State, Transportation, Treasury, and VA; the
Attorney General, the Administrators of EPA, GSA and SBA; the Director
of OPM; and the Chairman of the NRC take action to, within existing OMB
reporting mechanisms, complete plans describing how the agency will
achieve OMB' s requirement to implement automated monitoring tools at
all agency-owned data centers by the end of fiscal year 2018.
EPA Response
EPA's Office of Environmental Information (OEI) i s taking actions to
report complete plans describing how the agency will achieve OMB's
requirement to implement automated monitoring tools at all agency-
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owned data centers by the end of fiscal year 201 8. Detailed plans for
how EPA would accomplish OMB's requirements had not yet been
defined in time to be included with the release of our 2016 strategic plan.
EPA.s 2017 Strategic Plan documents our intent to

Page 2
achieve automated reporting of optimization metrics for all agency-owned
data centers. For non-tiered data centers, OEI will leverage its current
investment in a network monitoring tool lnfraview (EM7) to fulfill OMB's
requirements. Specific milestones that have/will be undertaken are as
follows:
1. Assess functional i ty of EM7 to provide reporting capabilities
adequate to OMB·s requirements and develop server utilization
report.
2. Expand licensing of EM7 to accommodate additional servers.
3. Send notification to DCOI points of contact to utilize EM? for server
utilization monitoring.
For tiered data centers OEI intends to procure and deploy a Data Center
Infrastructure Management (DCIM) tool by the end of FY 2018. Outlined
milestones for achieving this effort are as follows:
1. Perform market research and develop requirement s that meet M-1619 and agency requirements.
2. For selected vendor(s), perform proof-of-concept testing in a tiered
data center.
3. Select vendor and procure I deploy DCIM to tiered data centers.
4. Leverage DCIM to provide monitoring of servers as per DCOI
requirements.
As identified in EPA 's 2017 Strategic Plan, investments for a DCIM tool
and EM7 expansion are needed to meet OMB's required optimization
activities. The estimated cost to make these improvements is believed to
be fairly significant. Schedule adjustments from a realized budgetary cut
is a potential outcome which may delay the implementation of DCOI.
cc:

Mark T. Howard, OCFO

Patricia Randolph Williams, OEI
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Text of Appendix XII: Comments from the General
Services Administration
July 11, 2017
The Honorable Gene L. Dodaro Comptroller General of the United States
U.S. Government Accountability Office Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. Dodaro:
The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) appreciates the
opportunity to review and comment on the Government Accountability
Office's (GAO) Draft report titled Data Center Optimization: Agencies
Need to Address Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve Cost
Savings Goal (GA0-17-448).
GAO recommended the Administrator of General Services take action to,
within existing OMB reporting mechanisms, complete plans describing
how the agency will achieve OMB's requirement to implement automated
monitoring tools at all agency-owned data centers by the end of fiscal
year 2018.
GSA reviewed the draft report, agrees with the recommendation, and has
developed a plan to address the recommendation, including Installation of
automated monitoring tools by the end of fiscal year 2018.
If you have any questions, please contact me or Mr. P. Brennan Hart Ill,
Associate Administrator, Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental
Affairs, at (202) 501-0563.
Timothy O. Horne
Acting Administrator
Cc: Mr. David A. Pawner, Director, Information Technology Management
Issues, GAO The Honorable Mick Mulvaney, Director, Office of
Management and Budget
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Text of Appendix XIII: Comments from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
July 6, 2017
Mr. David A. Powner, Director
Information Technology Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, NW.
Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. Powner:
Thank you for providing the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
with the opportunity to review and comment on the U.S. Government
Accountability Office's (GAO) draft report
GA0-17-448, "Data Center Optimization: Agencies Need to Address
Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve Cost Savings Goal." The
NRC has reviewed the draft report and is in general agreement with its
findings.
The NRC plans to install automated monitoring in all of its tiered data
centers. The NRC recently established multiple-award Blanket Purchase
Agreements under which an order containing the automatic monitoring
requirement will be competitively awarded in fiscal year 2018. The NRC
will be better positioned to provide a planned date once the order has
been awarded and transition is completed.
The automated monitoring will not be implemented in non-tiered data
centers because these data centers are slated to be closed. The NRC
plans to close seven non-tiered data centers by the end of 2017. The
NRC is planning to close one non-tiered data center next year. The
closure of the remaining six non-tiered data centers will depend on
available funding.
If you have any questions regarding the NRC's response, please contact
John Jolicoeur, Executive Technical Assistant, by phone at (301) 4151642 or by e-mail at John.Jolicoeur@nrc.gov.
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Victor M. Mccree
Executive Director for Operations

Text of Appendix XIV: Comments from the Office of
Personnel Management
Mr. David Powner
Director, Information Technology Management Issues U.S. Government
Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. Powner:
Thank you for providing us the opportunity to respond to the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) draft report, Data Center Optimization:
Agencies Need to Address Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve
Cost Savings Goals, GA0-17-448, GAO job code number 101014.
OPM's response to your recommendation is provided below.
Recommendation :
We also recommend [...] the Director of OPM [...] take action to, within
existing OMB reporting mechanisms, complete plans describing how the
agency will achieve OMB's requirement to implement automated
monitoring tools at all agency-owned data centers by the end of fiscal
year 2018.
Management Response:
OPM partially concurs. OPM is in the process of consolidating its
remaining data centers into two main data center locations, which is on
track to complete by the end of FY 18. This consolidation will obviate the
need to implement automated monitoring tools at the data centers that
are closing. OPM is implementing appropriate automated monitoring
tools at the designated core data centers.
I appreciate the opportunity to respond to this draft report. Ifyou have any
questions regarding our response, please contact Dovarius Peoples,
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Associate CIO for Enterprise Infrastructure Services, at 202- 606-1129,
or via email at dovarius.peoples@opm.gov.
Sincerely,
David L. DeVries
Chief Information Officer

Text of Appendix XV: Comments from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
Assistant Director
Information Technology Management
U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street NW
Washington, DC 20548 Dear Mr. Ticehurst:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Government
Accountability Office draft report entitled, Data Center Optimization:
Agencies Need to Address Challenges and Improve Progress to Achieve
Cost Savings Goal (GA0-17-448). The Department of Housing and
Urban Development reviewed the draft report and has no comments.
If you have questions or require additional information, please contact
Janice Ausby, Deputy Chief Information Officer, Business and IT
Resource Management Office, at (202) 402- 7605
(Janice.L.Ausby@hud.gov), or Juanita L. Toatley, Audit Liaison, Audit
Compliance Branch, at (202) 402-3555 (Juanita.L.Toatley@hud.gov).
Johnson P. Joy
Chief Information Officer

Text of Appendix XVI: Comments from the Social Security
Administration
July 11, 2017
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Mr. David A. Powner
Director, Information Technology
United States Government Accountability Office 441 G. Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr.Powner,
Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft report, "DATA CENTER
OPTIMIZATION: Agencies Need to Address Challenges and Improve
Progress to Achieve Cost Savings Goal" (GA0-17-488). We have no
comments.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (410) 965-0520. Your
staff may contact Gary S. Hatcher, Senior Advisor for the Audit Liaison
Staff, at
(410) 965-0680.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Hall
Acting Deputy Chief of Staff

(101014)
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